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I 
IftROIDC!IOlf 
!he Ccmm1t\ee on Ourrlau.l._ Plamdng and DeTelopment of the l'a\1onal 
AII_oelation of Sec0ndAr'7 School Principals baa pu.bllahed a U.' of 10 
obJectl,"_ for 88C101lC1al7 achools. known &8 the !en Common and Essential 
Iaeele '!hat All Youth HaTe in a Democra'lc Society.(a) !l!hey are generally 
reterred to as !he fan Imperatl" Needs ot Youth. 
ImperatIve Need No.1. All Y'OUth need to d8Y81op ealeable 
sldlls and thoee 1D1denrtanc11nge and attitudes that neke the worker 
an intelligent aad productive partlcipant in econca1e 11te. '0 
this end. most youth nee4 aupeM8ed 'WOrk exper1ence as well as 
education in the sld.lls rmd kDovledge of their occupation. . 
Impera:tlve Need Ro. 2. All youth need to develop and -.1n~ 
good heal th and pJv's1caJ. fl tn •••• 
ImperatlT8 Beed !lo. 3. All 70Uth need. \0 understand the 
~t8 and duties of the citizen of a democratic society, and to 
be dlligent and competent in the performance of their obligations 
as .. ben of the cOlDlll111l1ty and citizens of the state and DAtion. 
ImperatlT8 Heed No.4. All 70Uth need to underetand the 
slgrdficaace of the tam117 for the 1nd1v1dual and 80clev and the 
condi tl0ll8 conducive to ncce8atul faal17 life. 
ImperaUft Heed Wo. 5. All 70uth need to know how to purchaae 
and U88 goods and .. nice. 1n'-lllgent17. 1lI1derataDd.1ng both the 
'9lt.l.uea reoelT8Cl 'b7 the C0218'U1r18r a.nd the eecmom1c consequences of 
~lr ac'k. 
Imperative lleecl Bo. 6. .All 70Uth need to lD1darstand the 
Il8tbods of ac181lC8. the tnnuanae of science on human lit., and the 
ma1D ac1entUlc faa1;. concerning the nature of the world and of an. 
ImperaU ft JIee4 lfo. 1. All youth need. opportunl tie. \0 
d.nelop their capaa1tle. to appreciate beau't;:r 111 11tera\ua. art. 
1lU81c, 8nd D& \ure. 
Imperatlft Beed 1'0. 8. All 70Uth need '0 be able to uaa 
their leisure ,_ wll and \0 bad&et it vlae17. 'baJ.anc1ng actln'!8. 
that 71el.d _tlafaotlon to the 1nd1v1dual vlth those that an 
aoc1a1.q uaeN.. i 
ImperatlT8 Weed 1'0. 9. .1.11 70uth need to deYalop r88p8Ct 
for other persons, to grow in their insight into ethical values 
and principles, and to be able to liTe and wrk cooperatiTe17 
wi th others.· 
Imperatl"f'8 Neec1llo. 10. All youth need to grow in their 
ab1U ty to think rat lonal:Q" , ~ express their tho't1gb.ta clearly, 
and to read and listen vlth UDders,tand1ng.(8,p.2) 
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Later the aame committee surf8)'ed more than 1000 separate schools 
and published an 'utena1ft 8\1l1lI8.17 ot stataaenta fram th_, which 11-
lustrate how their program_ are meetlDg .the separate listed needs. (8) 
Cont1nuiDg their follow-up. away of thl. important subject, the cClDlJd tHe 
later prepared a check 11.t of approximately 20 characteristic a\atements 
1lIlder each of tile Imperat1" lIeeds. !he fGIIGW1nc y-ear the check 11at 
was perfected by' aa.1BIl1t\lDg It to a gr_t nsber of leading adu.eatora for 
their rating of the 1m:por1ance of the 41fferent statement. and for sug-
gestions for rephrasing for clarity.(16) :ror the past 10 years research 
work baa been. .,lng on that baa cont.r1buted to the 1mprO"9'elll8nt of tb.1s 
mater1al. 
!his 8U1'T8Y check li.t .. used &8 an in8tnaent to evaJ.,.te the 
secondary -choola ot Logan CIty in terma of meeting the Imperative Nae4s 
of Youth. !his 18 a problem 1D OnrriculUlllSU1-re7. Yet ·1 t 18 onlY a 
part of the whole curr1ea1um mision pre'bl_. While a ooaplete B~ 
would include: 
1. Thorough stu&b' of exieting curr1culUlll. student bo~, statf, 
CCIDIiIaDi V and area; 
2. A ata\aent of baelc pb110.~; 
). J. ataament of obJect!'Y8.; 
4. Evaluate the existing procram in Ught ot ph11o~ and 
ObJect!T8.; 
S. Plan program of mi..tern; 
" 
6. Execute plans with enthusiasm; 
7. Eval ua te the chan«ea made (18) • 
this study' covers only a. small portion of this general area. It surveY's 
and attempts to 8'V&luate the current practices of the Logan Oity High 
School program in the l1ght of local philosophy of the achooli summarizes 
these neva. and makes recommendations for continuous development of the 
curriculum imprarement program. 
Review of the current literature on revision of the curriculum to 
meet the needs of ;youth abo". \hat there are extensive studies 'being 
carried on presentlJr in Illinola(19); llew York(1?); K1nn880\s.(lO); and 
Mich1gan(9), to mentlon only a tev. In only 1 case does the literature 
mention the use of a BUr1'87 ot 70uth needs as a prel1m1na17 actin ty of 
'their study, and in that case the;y perfec\e4 their ovn checlc 11at of 
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8<*8 SO. atatemen\s. (19) !lei \her _8 a COW of ~ 8V'r8l' check lIst 
reproduced nor 1t8 reBDl.'_ published. and naJ.-.ted. It is asSlaed.. how-
ever, that suCh II'lll"V87S have been made and that they are not 78t reported 
in current literature since thls check l1at. in lta rensed tom, _. 
publlabed as late as October 1949.(16) 
!'here appears to haft been a tenc1enq in our history of aducatlOD&l 
ph11oaophT to state ecl.ucational atma and objectives 1n tunctiOD&l form 
and then do noth1ng about 1mplamenUng them. l3eg1nnfng w1 th :rankl1n' 8 
AcaAav. wh1oh.. r0uade4 to teaoh weveJ'1'th1Dg tba. t 18 usetul and eT81'7-
thing that la omamantal,' we ba'Ye a. functional obJect1" clearly stated. 
yet in \he prac'laal admln1stra.t1on of this school. J'ran1t11n points out 
sameth1ng ent1re17 different happened. 
:rrs tbe beglnntng, 'the contempt of Tour -.plo;yees tor the 
new. the Eng11e course haa been allowed to c!.ama&e It. 'lhe7 get 
70U to gi .... the Latin ... ler a tltle. You gift none to \be 
Inglish principal. !o the Latin head 70U £1- 20 pcnmd8; to the 
lIngl1ah. one-halt as IIUCh money B.I1d twice as 1D8II7 b078. You 
wted 100 pounds to buy Greek and. Latin 'books. nothing tor Jmgllah. 
I natter JV8elt. gentlemen. that troa the "board JZdlro.tea l' appean 
that the or1giDal plan baa 'been deJ&rtecl tr.1 that the aa1NIctrl'ben 
haft bean dece1'f8d aDd disappointed, that t.'II8 good ._e1;era haft 
been driftJl emt of the school and. the trwst .. e haw not kept ... 
fa1\h.(23.p.:39) 
A sWiar 81 tuatlon 11 fO'Wld yoears later in the report of the Cam-
mlttee of Ten which _8 appointed for the purpose of reviewing the cur-
rleul'\ml and recommending desira.ble uniform! ty in the secondary school 
programs. In 1892 1t stated, 
The secondary schools as a whole do net exi8t for the purpose 
of 'prepa.ring boTe and girls for college. Thelr main function is 
to pr~ for the duties of life, that small proportion of all 
the children ot the country who show themselves able to profIt by 
an eduea.tion prolonged to the eighteenth year. and whose parents 
are able to support them while they remain so long in sehool. 
(21.p.~.47) 
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They proposed a standard course for college entrance and in doing 80 
Bet a pattern whieh haa been followed since their time by most .secondary 
schools t and more closely by the colleges. for entrance requirements. 
They included these 2 statements later in their report which ahow8 complete 
acceptance of the formal discipline theory' and the idee. of equS.'mlence of 
educational values, "For the purpose of general education 1 study 1s as 
good as another." and "The choice of" subjects in secondary schools 1s a 
matter of comparative indifference. 1 
There f'ollowed the long era of curriculum making bY' the experts, 
subject material experts. This represented the practice, if not the 
philosophy, until about 1918. Nor was It due :tor a radical change in 
practice at this point. 
In 1919 the Committee On Reorg,an1zation of the Seconda~ SChools 
of the National Education Association publiShed their report (2~) lihlch 
included the nov famous statecent of objectives w,lch came to be known 
as the Cardinal Objectives of ~Icondary Ed.u.ca.tlon. The new feature in 
their statement of ph11oso'P~ of education 1s that the public secondAl'7 
schools existed to educate yo'tlng people to function effectively in a 
demoeraoy. 
• 
The purpose of democracy is to so orga.n1ze society the. t 
each member ~ deVelop his personality primarily through 
actin ties designed for the well-being of his fellow members 
and of society as a whole. Consequently. education in a 
democracy, both wi thin and wi thout the schools, should develop 
in each individual the knowledge, interest. ideals, habits. 
and povers whereby he will f1nd his place and use tba t place 
to Shape both himself and society toward nobler ends.(20,p.9) 
Their objectives were stated in terms of being able to function 
effecti"l9q in the broad areas of llfe, namely (1) health; (2) eomnm.nd 
of fundamental processes; (J) worthy home membership; (4) vocation; 
(5) citizenship; (6) worthy use of leisure-; (7) ethical chara.cter.(20) 
They had avoided stating them in terms of mastery of subject matter or 
the development of certain skills or habl te. 
6 
Dougla8s (S) desert bes this period and cond1 tions in the following 
~tIonal thinking and cla8sroom practice bad. previously 
been carried on in terms of masto1'7 of such subjects as mathematics. 
Latin, EnglIsh, history, physics, etc., and the curriculum organi-
zation of the schools had been planned to conform with that line 
of thinking. For example, in schools wi th sufficient electives to 
enable students to follow 1 or 2 or more curricula, the 3 typical 
curricula of the nineteenth centur,r vere the classical. scientific. 
and the lIterary. In the twentieth century typIcal curricula were 
the college prepara. tory, the commercial. the agricul tural. , and 
the home economics.... ..", 
Contrary to what might be expected, considering the demands 
of the times I the inadequacy of secondary education and the nation-
al promise of leader.hlp of the men who prepared Cardinal Principles 
of Seoonda17 Education. admInistrators of secondary schools went 
on vary m:a.ch &s before in providing subject offerings. Teachers 
eon\1nued var,r muCh as betore. to teaCh the same ~bject matter 
with the same objectives and in terms of materials rather than in • 
teEmS of grovth of 70uth toward greater effectivaneas in lite 
actl~t18B.(S'P.2) 
Following this period there were attempts by various groups to place 
llfe acti vi tla8 1n the curriculum. One group attempted, tbroll&h \he 
project method. to bulld a aurrlcu1l8l of projects c10.817 related to the 
life actIvities of student.. !'he work processes of the project were 
7 
analyzed for instructional tm1 ts. 
'l!he immediate youth problem of unemplo;yment and insecuri ty, brought 
on by the late depression, caused all educational societies to appoint 
special investigating committees to evaluate all phases of education. In 
1932 a request for a committee to study and restata the principles and 
object! ves of secondary education resulted in the appointment of the 
Orientation Committee of the National Association of Secondar,y School 
Principals. Their study was summarized in 2 volumes of the 1h111etln in 
1936 and 1937. and consisted. of a statement of 10 issues and 10 functions 
of secondary education with accompa.1V'ing chapters to illustrate and 
justify' their statements. These statements 1ncorporate, extend, and 
articulate with present ~ life the objectives of previous groups. They 
emphasize the individual in all the educational processes. The committee 
concluded their report by requesting that another committee be appointed 
b,y their organization to implement these objectives. 
Issue 1. Shall secondarJ education be provided at public 
expense for all normal indi v1.duals or for only a lim! ted number? 
Issue 2 •. Shall secondary education seek to retain all pupils 
in school as long as they nih to remain. or shall 1t transfer them 
to other agencIes under educational supervision when, 1n the judgment 
ot school authorities, these agencies promise to serve better the 
pupils' 1nmed1a.te and probable future needs? 
Issue 3. Shall secondary education be concerned only with the 
welfare and progress of the individual, or with these only as they' 
contribute to the welfare and progre •• of soeiet,y? . 
Issue 4. Shall secondary education provide a common curriculum 
for all, or differentiated offerlnga? 
Issue 5. Shall ssconda17 education include vocational train-
ing, or shall 1t be restricted to general education? 
I SBUe 6. Shall secondary eduoa tlon be primarily directed to-
ward preparation for advanced studies. or ahall 1t be pr1mar1l.y 
concerned vi th the va.l ue 0 f 1 t8 ow. courses? 
8 
Issue 7. Shall second~r education accept conventional sChool 
subjects as fundamental ca tegorles under 1o1hl ch school experiences 
ahall be classified and presented to students, or Shall it arrange 
'and present experiences in fundamental categories directly related 
to the perfor.mance of such functions of secondary schools in a 
democracy as increasing the abl1i ty and the desire better to maat 
socl~civ1c. economic. health, leisure-tine, vocational and pre-
vocational problems and si tuations? 
Issue 8. Shall secondary education present merely organized 
knowledge. or shall it also assume responsibility for attitudes and 
ideals?' 
Issue 9. Shall 8econda~J education seek merely the adjustment 
of students to prevailing social ideals. or shall it seek the re-
construction of society? 
Issue 10. Granting that education Is a 'gradual, continuous, 
unit&r,1 process,' shall secondar,y education be presented merely as 
a phase of such a process, or shall it be or~n1zed as a distinct 
but closely articulating part of the entire educational program 
wi th peculiarly emphasi zed functions of 1 ts own. 
The functions of secondar,y education were listed as: 
1. It is important to continue by definite program, though in 
diminiShing degree, the integration of sturlents. This should be on 
an increas1ng1y intellectual level until the desired comoon knowledge, 
appreciations, ideals, attitudes, and practices are firmly fixed. 
2. It Is vi tal to satisfy the in:Iportant immediate and probable 
future needs of the students insofar as the maturi ty of the learner 
perm! ts. guiding the behavior of youth in the light of increasingly 
remote, but al~s clearly understood and appreciated, social and 
personal values. 
J. I t is also desirable to reveal higher activities of an in-
creasingly specialized type in the oajor fields of the social heri~e 
of experience and eul ture, their significant values for social living, 
the problems in them of contemporary life, the privileges and. duties 
of each person as an individual and as a member of social groups; 
to make these fields satlst,ytng and desired by those naturally gifted 
for success in than. and to g1 ve informs. tion as to requirements for 
success in these fields and informa.tion as to where further training, 
may be secured. 
4. It 1s important to explore higher and increasingly specialized 
interests, apt! tude •• and capac! ties. looldng toward the direction of 
students into avenues of study or of ,.,ork for which they have manifest-
ed peculiar fitness. 
5. The school should help youth to systematize knowledge pre-
viously acquired or being acquired in courses in such ways as to show 
". 
the signifIcance both of this knowledge and especially of laws and 
principles, with understanding ot wider ranges of app11ca tion than 
vould otherwise be perceived. 
9 
6. An important function of education is to establish and 
develop in all major fields of knowled.g9, not merely in a few pro-
tected subjects, interests whIch are numerous. varied, and. as deep 
as possible, and to direct some of these by means of differentiated 
courses to ends most worth-while for each indiv1d'Ual. the hope being 
that they w.11l lead on to a continued education both in higher in-
stitutions and outside of anT for.mal sChool. 
1. !he secondary school should undertake to guide students. 
on the basis of the results of revealing and exploratory- courses 
and of personnel studies, as wisely a.s possible into advanced study 
or vocations in 'Which they are most likely to be successtul and 
happy. 
8. Secondary education should attempt to begin and gradually 
to increase differentiated education on the evidence of interests, 
aptitudes. and capacities demonstrated in earlier years. 
9. The school should use in all courses, as largely as possible. 
c methods that demand independent thought. involTe the aleman tary princi-
ples of research, and provide intelligent and somewhat self-dlrected 
practice. individua;l. and cooperative. in the appropriate desirable 
actin ties of the educated person. 
10. The secondary school should attempt to retain each student 
until the law of diminishing returns begins to operate or until he 
is ready for more independent study in a higher institution, and when 
1 t Is manifest that he cannot or will not materially prof 1 t by further 
study of wbat ea.n be offered. to eliminate him promptly, directing 
him as wisely as possible into some other school or lnto work for 
which he seems most £1 t. 
following the publication of these reports the Implementation Cam-
ml ttee was appointed as requested and the study' continued. Their report 
appeared in May and November 1939.(4) After reatating the C08ZlOn problem , 
of increasing importance. it goes ahead to analyse it as 1 t applle s Par-
tlcularly to the educationally neglected. drop-outs. and slow learners. 
I t included sUggest10ns for improvement of opportlDl1 ties among the edu-
ca.tiona1ly neglected. It was termed by the reporting oolDJ11ttee, lJIand-
book for Use in Adjusting the Program of the School to the mucat10nal 
Needs of Yauth."(4) 
10 
Another report for the Implementation Commi ttee was published 1n 
Ma7 1940. (3) Again 1 t stressed the 'V'oca.tional t Job finding, and secro.r1 ty 
needs of the neglected ~o~: those not interested 1n college preparation 
1n their secontlA17 school training. It also summarized the report of' a 
group of inspectors who toured the country to investigate, at first hand. 
the current practices of the secondar,y sChools in meeting ~e needs of 
youth. 
The Educational Policies Commission, composed of members from the 
National Education Association and the Association of School Adminis-
trators(l). work1ng on this aame problem. published a statement of their 
philosoph;r and practical :plans for the development of educational programs 
tor common learning in the secondary' schools (1944). Their basic phl1oso-
~ was stated as the Ten Imperati" Needs of youth appearing in the in-
troduction. !rhelr volume vas called Education for ~ American Youth. (7) 
It vas a big .tep forward in implementation of the aims and objectives 
\0 a f'unctioMl curriculum 1n term. of Blaetin« youths' needs. 
!his publication was folloved the same ,.ear by a compa.n1on volume 
from the National Association of Secondary School Principals baaed upon 
the content of Education for !l! American youth and the !ren Imperative 
Needs, but was renamed PyYmtng m American Touth.(14) B7 March 1947 
more than 100,000 copies of We volume had been drstrlbuted in the eecond-
arr schools of the country, which \lOud lndicate a groving interest among 
the schools in this trand of educational philosophy. 
fhe aam. grou;p, in their efforts to furlher implement the currleullDD 
stud7. requested thouaands of schools throughout the countl7 to aulmd. t 
examples of their own practices vh1ch. Uluatrate their efforts to meet 
the need. of 7011th. OYer 1000 schools reaponded. !heir reports vere 
.----~- ---------- --- .. _. __ .------
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consolidated, C1&881f'led, and summarized under each of the io numbered 
needs ot youth. (11) Next these Illustrations were used as the basis for 
approrlma\ely 20 statements under each need. The statements were then 
sent to numerous educational leaders for suggestions for rewording and tor 
an opinion a.s to the rela.tive importance of the characteristics in terms 
of the contribution of each tow.ard meeting 1 or more of the imper.atlve 
needs of youth. The I1st of statements thus corrected became a check· 11st 
to be used b7 secondary schools to evaluate their practices in terms of 
meeting the needs of youth. It was used as the evaluating instrument in 
th1s survey. 
!he American Youth Commission of the American Council of Education 
is another orga.n1zatlon whose work over this same period parallels that 
of ~e groups just described. One of the subjects studied most extens! vely 
b,- this group -'8 the needs ot youth. conducted as a survey in Maryland, 
and Penn&y'lvattia. and reponed by Roward :Bell (2) for the council. All 
other organIzations used the nnd1~ or this group in their ovn research· 
studies. The fields covered bY' the aurvey were employment. education, 
and. recreation. It revealed that the graTest problem controntlng all 
youth vas the feeling of lack of seeurl ty; the greatest need, therefore. 
the need for a.curl ty. 
Another report for this eomml ttee duriDg this period, edited bY' 
Douglass (6) under the title of Stcondarz lIklucation tPL Youth !l! Modern 
America. lIsts the neade ot youth as follon: 
1. fo find a satisty-lng place among fellow youth; 
2. To experienoe personal ach1evamant. 
:3. To enter into and succeed in vocational 11te. 
4. To be able to establish and en.joy a happy home~ 
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5. To understand and 1mproTa political and economic conditions; 
6. To maintain health and maximum ~81caJ. efficiency; 
7. To participate in enjoyable recreational act!v1ties.(6.p.J2-J9) 
'l'he latest organIzation to come into .th1s field is the National Com-
mis810n on L1f'e Adjustment Education. Its publication (15) discusses 1 ts 
objectives under the following headings: 
1. fthioal ·and moral 11"f1ng; 
2. Oi tlzenshlp; 
). Home and family' IUe; 
4. Self-realization and uee of leisure; 
5. Health; 
6. Consumer education; 
7. Tools of learning; 
8. Work experiences, occupational adjustment, and competencies. 
(1.5,p.6l-l0l) 
!y comparison w1~ other 118\ed objectives a similarity Is noted 
which Is expected since this organization 1s the lineal deeendan t of 
other educational organizations tbat have been worldng on this problem tor 
considerable t1me. !be Oommi8s1on comprises members trom the following 
educatlODal 80cleti8s1 American Association of SChool Administrators; 
American Association of Junior Collegel; National Association of High 
School Supervisors and Directors of Secondary Education; National AS80-
elation ot Secondary School Principals; lfational Association of S\a.te 
Directors ot VOea.tlODAl Education; National Ca~lie Welfare Co,lterence; 
National Counc11 ot Chief' state School Officers; National Education A.Bo-
elation. 
It _8 organised aa a result of the adoption of the Prosser resolution 
following a final report at the conference of the National Association 
of State Directors of VoeatloDal Education. It asked for the appoint-
men t of an equal number of represe:n ta tl ve leaders from. the fields of 
••• 
general and vocational education to continue ~ "Wkk ihcr had begun. 
, .. .' . 
_. .... . ... 
J.tembers from the above groups were appo&~ 113'. ih~ Coart1ssioner of Mu-
•• • • • • 
. ... ... ... .. 
cation, after a few prel1mIna.l'iT conferencE&s. ~ ~\:~~ to be the 
. . . . 
\ .. 
••• 
attempt by the national leaders to better coordinate the efforts of the 
various societies in this fIeld. '!'he develoJIDent of Life Ad,tustment 
Education for Every Youth (1948) by the Commission for Life Adjustment 
Education. 1s clearly the proJection for the future of the prel1minary 
ground wrk outlined so well in the earlier reports bY' the named groups: 
Education for All American Youth by the American Policies Commission; 
Planning !2! American You~ by the National Association of Secondary 
School Principals; Youth Tell Their stOry by the American Council on Edu-
cation; Vocational Education in ~ Yean Ahead by the Division of Vo-
cational Education, Office of Education. 
thus: 
Education for 14!.! AdJustment 1s described 'b7 Douglass reeentl1' 
1. It means the ad:rlso17 coordination of all \he school program 
for the educa:tlon of all the students, for all the areas of 
lIfe. 
2. It means that far greater attention be given than in the 
past to the d.eTalopaent of ldeals, interests, attltw:1.ea. 
undentandtD€s, concepts, and habl ts rather than to the 
relatiTely exclusive monopoly of' attention b7 the acqui-
sition of tnfor.matlon. 
,. It means the oollcentraUon upon ,'the needs of lite with 
muCh less attention to .ubject matter and sUbJects. 
4. It means a relatl'tely- equ1 table distribution of the ltudant.' 
learn1ng actin tie. to _rioue lIlportan'b area. of llfe • 
.5. It means that all actlrtties of the sehool v111 'be th.oui;ht 
of a8 legittmate educatlonal experiences. 
145956 
6. It will involve a greatly increased provision for wofk ex-
per1en~t both of the Tocationa,l type and of the civic type. 
7. It will mean a greatly increased freedom from subject natter 
boundaries and from subject matter organIzation. 
8. It calls for a greatly expanded, much more eompreiumslve, and 
mnch more effect! V8 program of guidance. 
9. It means the deT810pment of such attItudes, Ideals. lnterests. 
skills, lnfornatlon, understand.ing--socla1, mental. pb.vsical, 
and emotional--as will enable all young people to make the 
most satisfying and most effective a.d.justment in all areas of 
11fe at present and 1n the future.(S.p.J6-43) 
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It is clear that the Life Adjustment Movement, COlIll1on Learnings, and 
Mucatlon for All American youth are merging in a nation-wide movement 
wh1eh will continue to be very effecti'V8 in infiuancing the secondary 
school practice. Perhaps the use of a new ti tIe and a new form of organ-
i_tion enables it to pick up and to carry out the movement of common 
learn1ngs, which la.\ely has begun to decrease in its influence upon 
practice. largely because of the tact that there has not been pro'9'1ded a 
nation-ride, state-wide, and local framework for implementation such as 
i8 contemplated in the ,Education for Lite Adjustment movement. (15) 
!'he Commission has asked for help and direction in 1ts planning from 
the Office of Educa. tion, Federal Seeur1 fry A«enC3'. I t plans to conduc t 
all i \8 functions throughout the country. only in cooperation with the 
separate .tate offices of education. W1th this organization and 1ta 
current literature representing the up-to-date 8UJIIll8.17 of moat all edu-
cational research in this f1eld. it furnishes an excellent opportun1t;r 
to local schools to become affIliated. w1th the state and national groups 
tor their cmrr1cu1um improvement studies. 
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PROCEllJRE 
The opin1on of a representative grou;p of Logan people was desired 
from this SU1"'Vey. The construction of the check list 11m! ts the selection 
of the respondents to those who are capable of interpreting qui te di£'-
ficult and technical statements of educational philosophy. While it is 
not held that the statements require the .1ud~ent of experts. nei ther 1s 
1 t believed. that reliable opinion could be gathered from layman with 
this instrument. A considerable degree of akill. experience. and train1ng 
'baclcground, if not expert or profess1onal tre.1n1ng. vas thought necessary 
for interpreting and. rendering a good opinion in this survey. !herefore, 
the instrument (16) was a.dm1nlstered to survey the o:p1nion of the follow-
ing groups: 
Group A. The High School faculty. 
Group:B. '!'he Junior High S cheol tacul ty • 
Group C. A selected group of secondary school patrons. 
Group D. A selected group of Logan High School grad;ua.tes now in 
college. . 
:Because of the great length of the check: l1st and extent of the 
material il covers. it was thought advisable to break it into sections 
representing the 10 numbered Imperative Needs. So each group listed 
above was aaked to orga.nize 10 committees for the purpose of completing 
a separate portion of the survey check list; that is, the check 11st 
BU.l'"V'eY statements app1y1ng to only 1 of the numbered Imperative Needs. (11) 
Instructions given each group consisted of a brief statement .. o;£ the 
history of d8T81opment of the check: list. It _8 thought advisable to 
~ - ---- --~-~------------~ 
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furniah eaCh committee with some printed Illustrative material pertinent 
to their assigned Imperative Need.ell) Therefore. each committee ~s 
given a copy of the Chapter of ~ Bulletin of the. National Association 
of Secondary School Principals, Volume 51. March 1947, which is illustra.-
tive of their assigned portion of this Check list. 
Each committee was given a printed key of instructions for evaluating 
the check list, and the ratings were reviewed wi th the:c and explained as 
follows (se8 Appendix): If you think that the statement does not apply 
a t all to the Logan secondary school s you would cheek N. If the cond1 tiona 
of the statements do apply to Logan secondary schools as you interpret 
the statement. then you must use a numerical value of I to 5 in rating 
how well. in your opinion, the schools' actIv1ties meet the stated conditions. 
'!'he descriptive statements for the 5 values were read. It was empha-
sized that the highest possible rating would be given a num.eneal ratIng 
of 5. and that the lowest value of 1 would be given when, in their opinion. 
the conditions wre almost never met. It was also emphasized that a score 
of S would be given only when the conditions as stated applied to all 
pupIls in the sehool since each of the 10 Imperative Needs a.re so stated 
and included that inelusi"fe term "all youth. n If the conditions as stated 
are ver:! well provided for by but 1 class in the school, for which only a 
small group can register. then the rating would have to be low to average. 
The importance of listing examples vas pointed out to each comm1 ttee 
and their help was 80l1el ted. in compiling a broad background of examples 
ot local experienees in the survey. !'hey ware all requested 1Jo indicate 
by the use of T on the end or the score line their acceptaDce of the 
statement in theory and P along the score line to 1ndicate their opinion . 
of how well the conditIons of the statement were being met in the dally 
practice of the school. These last 2 ideas are local adaptations of the 
instrument. (16) 
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:Each committee was instructed to render a committee report. '!'hey 
were furnished several copies of their part of the instrument. however, 
and told to complete indiv1dual lists and summarize these for their final 
report, if this would be more convenient for the comm1 ttee mem~ership. 
In an effort to obtain a varied expression of opinion the hieh school 
graduates asked to participate-in the gurvey were selected from the follow-
ing departments of the Utah State Agricultura.l -College: F~emantary Edu-
cation, Secondary Education. Pre-madleal. Business Administration, Poll tical 
Science. Psychology. Engineering, and Home Economics. For the same reasons, 
patrons active in the Parent-Teachers Association wo were asked to par-
tlcipa te represented the folloring Toea tional groups: college fa.cul ty. 
insurance and loan, plumbers and electricians, salesmen, publishers. and 
church leaders. All faculty members of the Junior and Senior Hi~ Schools 
were asked to participate in the gurvey. 
RlSOLfS Alm ANALYSIS 01 DA'l'A 
The suney 11188 completed b~ reports from. 40 ccmnl ttees who were 
orig1na1ly asked to sulJli t them. Th1 s group consisted of 10 committees 
each :trom the 4 graups &8 outlined in the Procedure. !he report repre-
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sents the opinion of 153 people, all well qualified by their experience 
and training to render an intelligent op1nion. The data rill be present-
ed 1n :3 divisions: the evaluation of each of the Imperative NeedsJ 
general summary of the survey, and other summaries. 
E'raluatlon 5!! ~ Imperative Beed 
First the analysis of each imperatIve need is reported. In the 
tables aceompa.nying each, the following abbrev1a tions for column or line 
headings are used: 
A - HIgh School facultY'. 
B - Junior HIgh SChool faculty. 
c - Patrons • 
.. 
D - ~t8s tram Logan High School. 
CJ.I - Bmber of committee m_bers. 
»IS - Humber or adequate mean score ratings for statements. 
All - Number ot adequate ratlJl&8 by individual comm.1 'tees. 
T - Total. 
M - Mean. 
Imperative ID!!S 12.. ! 
"All youth need to 'd8"f81op eaIeabIe aldllB and those understandings 
. 
and att.ltudes that make the 'worker an intell1gell'1t and produc\lT8 partl-
c1pant 1n economic lite. flo thiB end. most 70Uth need supen1eed work 
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experience as wl1 a8 education in the aldlle and knowledge of their oCCUr-
pat1on. 1f 
'fable 1. Compos! te ewJ.uatlon of saleable skills 
llJl!q.bered Statmgnls A 
Group CIi 1 2 J z;: ~ 6 Z 8 2 10 11 12 l~ 12i l~ l~ )IS AR T M 
A 8 J 2:3 4 J 1 2 2 4 3 1 :3 1 1 2 1l 2 3S 2.33 
E 2 2 2:3 1 1 1 1 :3 1 1 1- 2 2 1 N N 0 22 1.57 
c :3 221 J 1 2 2 1 :3 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 0 30 1.87 
D 4 1 2 1 I 1 2 1 :3 :3 2 1 :3 1 :3 !l 1 0 26 1.7) 
, 17 8 8 8 9 6 6 6 9 11 8 5 10 6 6 4 J 2 113 
M 2 2 2 2.2 1.5 1.5 1.5 2.2 "2.7 2 1.2 2.5 1.5 1.5 2 1.5 0 1.8 1.87 
Atmmg the 60 numerical ratings submitted bY' the 4 committees evaluating 
this need, only 2 atatements were giT9n a value of 4z No.4 and No.9. 
All ratings evaluated 4 or above are consIdered adequate here. (Note: 
Adequate rat1ncs haft a numerical value of 4 or aboT8. whIch Is an &s81Ded 
standard of excellence.) All other ratings of the different statements 
vere :3 (average) or belov. A comparison of total ratings by the d.1!terent 
committees .hows that they 'ftU7 by only 12 points when corrected ft,.r 16 
possible answers. 'l'h1s 1s an &Ter&€:8 of only 3/4 points between the 
extreme rat1nt:a on aU etatements. !he mean Bcores for the 4 dIfferent 
committees &rei A - 2.':31 :B - 1.57; c - 1.87: D - 1.~. !he mean score 
for the 4 gx-oups a8 a whole 1s 1.87 for saleable skills (llaed No.1). This 
1s the lowet mean score for the survey. 
SUpa;l7 of !pEpi.a cited and eyaluatlon • .9A 8epar!:ta stateaente. 
1. The school aeek:s to develop in all students ~ UDdaratandfng 
of the interdependence" of ~rkers and the contributions of all 
workers to the social and aconOlll1c velf'ara of the nation. 
N1234S 
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Score: A - :3. :B - 2, C - 2. D - 1. Mean 2. 
Examples: 
A - Individual dePartments develop an tmderstrulding of 
the int~rdependence of workers and their contributions 
to society. 
D - In special departments. if requested by individual. 
mass production Is studied. 
2. The school has a pl.a.n by which students, employers, parents, and 
oommuni ty agencies work together in developing the student '>fOrk 
program. U 1 2 J 4 5 
Scores A - 2, 13 - 2 t C - 2. D - 2. }.fean 2. 
Examples: 
A - Cooperative pla.nnlne; for student wrk program with 
credit given toward graduation for work experience. 
D - Talks given by interested business man. 
3. The school stresses the dignity of both essential and creative 
labor. gl ving equal reoogni tlon to a.ll tl'Ork which 1s well done. 
N12345 
Scoret A - J. E - 3. c - 1. D - 1. Mean 2. 
Examplest 
A - All departments stress dignity of 'WOrk, good letters. 
accurate ledgers, well-painted automobile, perfectly 
reconditioned engine, well-flnlsh9d table. 
4. The school .trives to develop in pupils an adaptive attItude 
toward technological deTelopments and the oCCU}atlGnal changes 
whiCh are brought about b.1 new inventions. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - 4, ]3 - 1. C - 3. D - 1. Mean 2.2. 
lIxamples: 
A - vast number of inventions patented indicates the 
soc1al changes ahead. These are used where pos 81 ble 
. as tea.ch1ng aids. 
5. The school provides for all students -who plan to I!I' to work 
before completing high. school, or immediately' af'ter graduation. 
instruction 1n such pertinent areas as the channels through 
which jobe rray be secured and the techniques or app171ng and 
being interviewed a.s an applIcant. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - 3. B-1, C - 1. D - I, Mean 1.5. 
-, 
i 
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Examples: 
A - Vocational tnformation giTen graduates; applications 
typed by business classes. Movies are used to 11lustrat'e 
good practices. 
D - Some instruction but quite inadequate. 
6. !he .chool prov1des for experiences through. which students nay 
develop understandings of the lndi ddual 's role, responsi bill tles, 
an.d methods of functioning in labor and management organizations: 
talks bY' employers and emplo)"eea, study of eommtmi ty groups, 
motion pictures, etc. N 1 2 J 4 S 
Score: A - I, :s - I, C - 2, D - 2, Mean 1.5. 
Examples: 
A - Vocations ClaS8 procures interested speaker from among 
business and professional people. 
D - Feeble attempt to proTide some experience. 
7. !he school gathers information about each 1nd1v1duaJ. student's 
interests. abili ti8s. apt1 tudes, and personal characteristics for 
use in helping the student determine a field of work in which he 
~ be successfully employ-ed: diversified occupations program, .. 
tests, observation., etc. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Scores A - 2. :s - 1. C - 2, D - I, Mean 1.5. 
Examples: 
A - Tests are given and interpreted. 1n a. I1mi ted lI!J:1. to 
help students. 
8. !he eChool provides opportunity for students to evaluate critically. 
in terms of their purpGses. interests. and capabilities. employ-
ment opport1ml ties and requiremen\8 of nan;v occupations through. 
study, field trips. job lJU.M'eys. discussions with labor and 
management personnel. etc. N 1 2 J 4 S' 
Scor., A - 2. :B - 3. c - 1. D - J. Mean 2.2. 
Examples: 
A.D - Field trips and tours to local manufacturing Nld repair 
companies. 
9 •. The school a.pha.sizGa the dnelopment of a.bilities in basic 
occupa. tional processes and with baslc \ools and machines. 
N12J4S 
Score: A - 4, 13 - I, C - J. D - :;. Mean 2.7. 
Examples: 
A,D - Skills developed in Shop and handicraft classes. 
A - includes the home economics, clothing and 
typing clas see. 
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10. The school main talns contact \\r1 th major occu];8 tiona1 fields to 
keep 1 ts vocat1onal program up to da.te in regard to new methods 
and procedures and technological developments. n 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - J. :B - 1. C - 2, D - 2. I·lean 2. 
Examples: 
A - Films illustrate the new deTelopments. 
D -,Ind1vidual Instructo~s are expected to do this. 
11. The school enlists employer and parent cooperation in evaluation 
of pupils' 'WOrk experiences in terms of student growth in 
a ttl tudes toward work and fellow workers and quality of work. 
U12J45 
Score: A-I. 13 - 1. C - 2. D - 1. Hea.n 1.2. 
Examples: 
A,D - Cooperation of sChool and parents 1n distributive 
edu.ca tion classes to eval us. te work experiences and 
attitudes. ' 
12. !be school helps to arrange for supervised work experience, in 
tams of individual purposes. interests. and capabilIties, for 
an increasing n1.llDber of youth. regardless of academic, econc::anic, 
or social status. 11 1 2 :3 4 .5 
Scores A - 3. » - 2, C - 2. D - ), Mean 2.5. 
Examplean 
A.D - SUpenised wrk such as teacher secretaries by 't7Pe 
class. advertising for school paper. group projects 
by ahap classes. 
13. The school bases 1 ts program of vocatIonal ed.uca.tlon on contInuing 
studies of present and probable future types of work available 
to youth 1n the local and regional communi ty • N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - 1, » - 2, C - 2, D - 1. Mean 1.5. 
Examples: 
A - Distributive education class recognizes the trans! tion 
of employment from rarm to industry and the importance 
of expanding steel industry in the state. 
D - IIo, based on the hope that most students 1n this area 
will go to college. . 
14. Space and equipnent are available in school and/or community for an 
increasing number of youth to recei va training in l!IOrk for the pro-
duction and distribution of goods and as a civic serrioa. , 
N12345 
Score: A - 1, B-1, C - 1, D - J. Mean 1.S. 
Examples I 
A - Condi tions for increasing training in d1strlbuti va education 
is poor. experiende for typing increasing. Shop and labora.-
tories are provided but should be improved. 
15. The sehool uses the work experiences of 1 ts students to enrich the 
instructional programs of both employed and unemployed. youth 1n 
sChool. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A - 2, B - H, C - 2. D - N. Mean 2. 
Examples: 
A - ::Bu.slness classes make reports of their experiences; also 
shop and home living students enrich their activities by 
related experiences. 
16. The Bohaol evaluates 1\8 program for developing saleable sldlls in 
terms of pupils' abilIty to find and hold jobs suited to lndiv1dual 
interests and abilities. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A - N, B - N. C - 2. D - 1. Mean 1.5. 
Examples: 
A - No evaluative program of follov-up on students. Merit 
examinations for civil service are given. 
Additional Characteristics: 
• 
C - Our ratings are low but we do not feel critical toward the 
schools. l'le think they should make improvements 1n this 
:phase of educatIon when they can afford such cha.nges. 
D - We believe students should have better instruction in st'Wi7 
methods. A grea. t deal more would be learned had students 
been taugh t good s t'U.dy' habi te. 
Table 2. Composite evaluation of health education 
I = ~ 
IJgbered statements A 
Grgup aM 1 2 3 4 S t; 7 8 2 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 H§ AS T H 
A S :3 :3 :3 1 S 3 :3 .5 .5 2 2 2 5 :3 3 2 4 :3 :3 :3 .5 .3 2 6 75 326 
:B 2 4 2 4 :3 :3 2 1 J 2 4 1 1 :3 2 2 j 4 1 J 2 4 2 2 5 58 252 
C :3 4 :3 2 4 5 4 3 4 2 2 :3 2 4 4 4 4 5 4 :3 2 4 4 4 14 80 346 
D 2 3 2 2 2 1 N 2 , 5 2 J 3 N 3 2 4 4 :3 2 :3 5 2 2 4 59 280 
T 12 14 10 11 10 14 9 9 15 14 10 9 8 12 12 11 13 17 11 11 10 18 11 10 29 Zlo 
M 3.5 2.5 2.1 2.5 3.5 3.0 2.2 3.7 3.5 2.5 2.2 2 4 :3 2.7 ).2 4.2 2.7 2.7 2.5 4.5 2.7 2.5 :3 ).0 3.01 
~ 
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IJuperat1ve ~ l!2. ~ 
. "All youth need to develop and maintain good health and ~sical 
fitness. I 
The different conmd. ttees gave a total of 29 adequate rat1n€s in the 
92 statements. That 1s an average of 7 adequate ratings for each group 
for the 2J statements. On statement no. 21 and No. 17 each group rated 
the practice e1 ther 4 or S, maldng these the highest average scores. No 
statement received an extremely low a.verage Bcore. There is noted a very 
close agreement between the ratings of the different comm ttees on both 
the highest ratings and also the lowest scores. The mean soores tor each 
group are: A - ;3.26; :B - 2.52; C - 3.48; D - 2.80, with the 4-grottp mea.n 
score being 3.01. Here again the variation in total score is not very 
great, be1.ng only 22 points between the total high and total low score 
for the 23 statements. 
SUmma17 of examples 01 tJ3d and e"9B.l'aatlons .Q!\ seJ)!H'a\e statements. 
1. !he school provides for varied physical activities and encourages 
students to participate, not only for the pllyslcal exercise, but 
also to provide for active social lite and sat1st,ying leisure 
time activ1 ties. n 1 2 3 4 5 
Score I A - 3. ~ - 4. c - 4. D - ), Mean J.;. 
Erample81 
A.~ - Modified intermural, social and full athletic program. 
C - )tore encouragement should be given backward and 
phy'sica.lly underdeveloped children. 
D - Lack leisure time developnent. 
2. !he school provides for periodic physical examinations covering 
all students and leading to corrective action as needed. 
Score: A - .3, B-2. C - 3, D - 2. I·lean 2 • .5. 
Eramplesl 
A - Schools should promote more familY responsibility to 
get 1t done. 
E - Examination for seventh grade students. 
D - Sporadic examination. corrective program nil. 
J. Heal th records or individuals are complete and 'U.',!>-to-date. and 
pertinent facts are made kno,~ to those responsible for any 
pupil's guidance. N 1 2 ) 4 5 
Score: A - J. :e - 4. c - 2. D - 2. Mean 2.7. 
Examples: 
A.:B - Cumula t 1 va records. 
D - Health records not complete. 
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4. The school approaehes the problem of the unadjusted youth as 1t 
does the physically ill. seeld.ng causes and maJdng provisions 
leading to satisfactory adjustments. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A-I. B - J. c - 4, D - 2, Mean 2.5. 
Examples: 
A - Too much advancement on age-grada basis. 
B - AccompliShed through counseling program. 
D - Attempted through counseltng program but not too effective. 
5. The school designs its heal th program to s timuJ.a. te and sU'p!,lemen t 
home health care-not to supplant it. :u 1 .2 :3 4 5 
Score: A - Sf ~ - J. c - 5, D - I, }iIaan 3.5. 
ExampleBJ 
A - Parents Should provide health program. 
:B - Parents should be present for child's health examination. 
D - Health program most neglected and unpopular subject in 
schools. 
6. Courses entitled "Healthll ~ be offered for all, but health in-
struction pervade the school program and is oontinuous, directlY 
or indirectly, thro~out the papills school life. 1I 1 2 :3 4 5 
jeore: A - 3. E - 2, C - 4. D - N, Mean J. 
Examples I 
A - Attempt to do a good job. 
:s - Integrated in many classes, such a s science. physical 
education, home maJdng, etc. 
7. The school, recognizing the impo,rta.nce of mental health. supports' 
student activities of a nonplqslcal recreation type i! they answer 
and/or emotional needs ot pupils. n 1 2 :3 4 5 
• 
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Examples: 
A - ReA.cUng, art, home roam. 
D - Schools do not provide enough e&rr3'-G'Y8r actlv1ty auch 
as leatherwork, wood ca.n1.ng. and turning. 
8. !he school provides Pt1'ucaJ. education, recreational, health" 
service, and lnstructional areal which are designed and equipped 
to stimulate good health practices. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A - S, ~ - 3. c - 4, D - J, Mean 3.7 • 
Examples: 
lJ - Required plv"sica1 eduoatlon and health classes. 
D - No heal th service dep&rtment; however. physical edu-
cation 1s good, recreation fair. 
9. !L'he school pro"ri.des ample and equipped play'ground space. 
N12;45 
Score: A - 5. :B - 2, C - 2. D - S. Mean 3 • .5. 
ExampleSI 
A,e.D - Wonderful campus. 
:B - EquiIDent :plentiful but space 1s lac1d.ng. 
10. The school provides suitable health actlv1ties for all pby'slcally 
handicapped pupils under 1'_ jurisdiction. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A - 2. 13 - 4, c - 2, D - 2, I-tean 2 • .5. 
A _ No theuropentlc 'baths, massaging facillties, or practice 
rails. 
13 _ Modified program baae4 on health reoord. 
D - Poor ramed1aJ. program CODsists ot ping pong and shuffl.e 
board. 
11. !he school evaluate. 1'_ health program in terms of better health 
among 1ta pupil. as indicated by means of periodic ~8ical 
examinations. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Scorez A - 2, B-1, C - 3, D - ), Mean 2.2. 
Examples I 
A - How much nal,.t1ngl 
D - Infrequent examinations. 
12. !he school bases its health program on contlll1ling .tudies of tlB 
plv'BloaJ. and .. u.cmaJ. needa of pupil. and adults 1n \he c0m-
munity l' serves. N 1 2 J 4 S 
Score: A - 2. » - I, C - 2, D - J. Mean 2. 
Examplesr 
D - Health taught out of standard text; no regard for 
location. 
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13. !'he school works with private health orfl&l11satloDs and public 
health agencies in planning and carrying out its health program. 
:112345 
Scorer A - S. :B - :3. c - 4, D - N. Mean 4. 
E:xamples: 
A - Med1oa1 profession. rehabilitation office; health 
inspector. 
14. !he school plans and cond:uc\a Its health activities in a :manner 
designed to educate pupil, parent, and community to assume 1n-
di vid1lal and ercm.P responai bill t,.. for personal and community 
heal the N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A - 3. ! - 2. C - 4, D - J. Mean 3. 
Examples: 
A - Not enough being done. 
D - SChools attempt to educate pupils so tha,y can educate 
parents. 
15. The school otfers students experiences to learn about and/or 
practice safety, child care, first-aid. personal hygiene and 
heal th. the work of the local. 8 tate and. Federal service IS. group 
heal th plans, hosp! tallzatlon insurance. etc. I N 1 2 :3 4 5 
Scores A - ), :B - 2, C - 4. D - 2. Mean 2.7. 
Examples: 
A - Have courses in most of above ment1oned. 
D - Consists mostly of personal health with little public 
health added. . 
16. The school's lunch period 1s pl.a.nned to provide favorable con-
ditions for putting 1nto practice wha~r ~118 have been tau.ght 
concerntng foods and tood habits. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Sood: A - 2. :s - J. c - 4. D - 4, Mean 3.2. 
• 
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Examples: 
A - -Cro'tJded condl tiona. 
D - Ef'f'le1ent school l'lD'leh program. 
17. The school provides nutri tioua lunches for needy pupils a.t mini-
mum. or no cost and without embarrassment to them. -If 1 2 :3 4 .5 
Score: A - 4, B - 4, C - 5. D - 4, Mean 4.2. 
Examples: 
D - Good lunch served for nom1na1 :f ea. popular wi th students. 
16. The school emphasizes use ot health-service staff resources to 
help build good health as well as to repair broken health. 
N12J4.5 
Score & A - 3. :B - 1. C - 4, D - ), Mean 2.7. 
Examples: 
D - Good health and attitudes developed in school roan, 
gymnasium. and playgrounds. 
19. The school works to remove its own blocks to good mental health 
by providing a curriculum appropriate for each youth. seeking. 
to develop Belt and group discipline. measuring pupil progress 
in terms of selt-growth, etc. N 1 2 J 4 .5 
Score: A - 3. B-3. c - 3. D - 2. Mean 2.7. 
Examples: 
A - Human beings more allke than different. Contacts with 
teachers of good mental heal th 1mportan t. 
D - Pupils measured against the class. E:x:cel1ent cur-
ricuJ:um offered. 
20. The school, by general design of the building, contributes to 
the health and satety of students through proper lighting. build-
ing me. ter1.al.s 1rdllch facilitate cleanliness. varied color schemes, 
etc. II 1 2 :3 4 5 
Score: A - :3. lJ - 2, C - 2. D - ), Mean 2.5. 
Examples: 
D - :Buildings old but steps are being taken to modernize 
room areas. 
21. School and community facilities for physical education and/or 
recreation are in operation throughout the entire year. 
N1234S 
Score: A - 5, 13 - 4, C - 4, D - 5. Mean 4.5. 
E::rample 8 : 
D - There is year-around recreation program in opera. tlon 
here. 
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22. The sehool arranges for medical treatment, lIben necessary, through 
in tera.ctlon among school, oommuni ty health &genei es, and pro--
, fesslonal groups. :n 1 2 .:3 4 5 
Seorel A - J. ::B - 2. C - 4, D - 2, Uea.n 2.7. 
E::rample s: 
A - 110t sure schools should take over the total ld.te of 
the communi ty • 
D - Medical treaiaent should be I1m1 ted to first aid 
measures; family doctor should handle oases. 
23. The school evaluates its health program in terms of broadness 
of youth participation in health-building actIvities. 
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Score: A - 2. 13 - 2, C - 4, D - 2. Mean 2.5. 
Example&!: 
A - Evaluations are made to see the progress pioture in 
bo th formal and 1nf'ormaJ. phases. 
D - Little attention 1s given to evaluation of progr,am. 
Additional Characteristics: Consideration Should be given to 
the following: 
1. The school has ad&ql&te and responsible personnel and 
adequate facilities for spotting unhealthy conditions. 
2. The school attempts to measure the correlation between 
wha t is taught and what is practioed. ' 
J. The sehool attempts to organize and carry on its health 
proeram on a mea.nlngtuJ. baais. 
4. The school 1s willing and able to carry out 1 ts respo~. 
81 bIll tles 1n the 'otal health program. of ·the commu.nl ty • 
5. Pu:pl1s are aw.re of the objeotives and the desired out-
comes in the total health program. 
6. Pupils accept the lomal and informal phaaes of the 
health program as a part of general educatioDal growth 
and development. 
7. Evaluations are made to see the progress p~cture'ln 
both the ·for.mal and tnro~ phases. 
8. For heal th and physical fitness youth should have 
conta.ets with teachers of good mental health. free 
to exercise professionalism in their assignments. 
Impera ti va ~ !!g,. .1 
Jl 
"All youth need to understand the rights and duties of the 01 tizen 
of ~ :democratie society, and to be diligent and competent in ~e perfor.mance 
of their oblle;atlons as members of the community and citizens of the state 
a.."ld nation." 
The different groups gave a total of 49 adequate ratings, an average 
of 12 per grO'Ul' on the 22 statements. So it could be said that on the 
average more than one-half the statements were rated adequately. 010ee 
cheek also shows that; every eta ternan tis adequa tely rated by a 4 or 5 
score by 1 of the 4 rating committees. Yet only for statements No. :3 and 
No. 15 are there unlformily high ratings by all the 4 committees. 
The mean score b.r different committees 1s: A - ,.19; E - 4.30; 
c - 2.68; D - 4.09, and for the entire graap. 3.56. 'Which is the second 
highest score for the survey. 
The range of Tarlat.ion among the totals of all ratings by each com-
m1 tte8 1s 36 points. This show that throughout the list of statement.s 
the extremes in ratings do not vary by much more than 1 1/2 points. !he 
difference show here is the second largest among the 10 needs. 
SummarY g! example! c1 ted ~ evaluation .sm separate stat_ents. 
1. The school bases its program of c1 t1zensh1p education on the 
values to 'Which American democracy 18 committed and on a contlnu1ng 
study of cIvic. social. and economic problems in our 8ociet7. 
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Score & A - 3. :e - 4. C - 4. D - S, Mean 4. 
Examples: 
Table ,. Composite evaluation of olt1zen8h1p t~1ntng 
Grpup eM 1 2 j & 5 § Z ~ ~beW ~1!~lIIIt~ A 9 jJ) 11 12 i 15 16 17 18 12 20 21 22 MS 
A 4 J , 4 J 2 2 4 :3 4 4 :3 :3 :3 :3 4 :3 4 :3 N J :3 J 
:B 245 5 4 4 4 5 4 5 5 S 4 :3 4 4 4 4 5 S 4 4 4 A4 
c 44 4 4 :3 :3 2 2 1 2 2 4 4 1 J -4 J 2 1 1 2 2 1 
D 554 4 J 5 ) 4 S 5 5 5 J S 4 5 -5 2 :3 J 4 4 4 
! _ 15 16 16 11 13 14 11 15 13 16 16 17 14 12 14 17 15 12 12 9 lJ 13 12 
M 4 4 4.2 ).2 3.5 2.7 3.7 :3.2 4 4 4.2 J.S J 3.5 4.2 3.7 :3 :3 :3 3.2 3.2 :3 7 
AR ! M 
6 67 319 
21 99 430 
6 59 268 
16 90 409 
49 315 
3.6 'J.56 
\J.) 
l\) 
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D - A.ctivities of the school such as musical productions, P~s. 
atc. eaphaalze the T8lU88 to which democracy 1s eom.1tted. 
2. !he school and cOlllD1lD1t7 prOTides for equal. educational opportunl ty 
for all its people &8 1 practIcal demonetra tion of the rights and 
duties of citizens 1n a democratic society. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score I A - " B - 5. c - 4. D - 4. Mean 4. 
ExDmples: 
D - popular students in school are often not scholars but 
are very active 1n man.y activ1 ties where theya.re 
accepted. Han;r become leaders in the services. 
3. The school proT1des opporttmi ties for pupils to practioe with the 
tools of citizenship: group di8CU881on. the ballot. representative 
government, techniques ot inquiry. group action, etc. N 1 2 ) 4 S 
Score: A - 4, E - 5. c - 4, D - 4. Mean 4.2. 
ExDmples: 
D - Work on school paper. debating team. and speech class; 
clats. olub, and school officers. 
4. !he school provides opportunIties for pupils to develop skills in 
defIning and in gathering a:nd. sifting informatIon, 1n appraising 
poasible solutions, ~d 1n proposing plans of action. N 1 2 ) 4 5 
Score: A - 3. :s - 4, C - J, D - 3. Mean 3.2. 
E::a:wples z 
D - All claas rac1 tation. discussions. debating, specIal 
repor's, and speeChes • 
.5. The school proTides opportunit1ea !()r pu;pl1s, appropriate to their 
maturity and experience. to observe, .~, and evaluate the 
poll tIcal, social, and economic eond1 tiona of their own com.anml 'y-
and the larger social scene. Ii 1 2 :3 4 S 
Scorez A - 2, :s - 4, C - 3. D - S. Mean 3.5. 
ltcamplesl 
D - Social science Cla888S are large and make this their 
method Ctf s~. 
6. '!'he school interrelates the stuq and the act1ft experiences of 
ita pupils in c1Tic enterprises. N 1 2 ) 4 S 
Seoret A - 2, 15 - 4, C - 2, D - ,. Mean 2.7. 
--- ---~----------------~- - -----~--- -----------
- ---- .. ~-- ----------------- -- ----- ---
Examples: 
D - Glee clubs. civic responses, ~oys' and Girls' state 
programs. Americani em speeohes and papers. Crimson 
Field project. city and sChool recreation proeram. 
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7. The school provides opport'Wll ties for students to assume respon-
sibil! ty .1n executing group plans and in evaluating gr~ action. 
N 1 2 3'4 5 
Score: A - 4. E - 5, C - 2, D - 4. Mean 3.7. 
Examples: 
D - School court, senior and junior dances, student council. 
8. Through counseling, the school helps each pupil to achieve under-
standing of his aptitudes and capabilities in order that he may 
contribute most fully to his own development and the welfare of 
o there. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - ), B - 4, C - 1. D - 5. !olean 3.2. 
Examples: 
B - Not enough time allotted to counselor. 
D - Counselors designated tor eaCh class every year to assist 
in this work. 
9. The school supports the develo'PDent of organizations 1dl1eh promote 
the exercise of student responsibility through democratic pro-
cedures. N 1 2 :3 4 5 
Seore: A - 4, :B - 5. c - 2. D - 5. Mean 4. 
Examples: 
13 - Faculty. student council. home room, class organizations. 
D - Pep elub. s tuden t council and court. 
10. The school program provtdes opportun1 ties for pupils aad teachers 
to plan units of work and phases of school llte. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A - 4. B - S. c - 2. D - 5. Mean 4. 
Examples: 
It - Class york and parties. 
n - Class work. 
11. The school offers students opportunities to aelect leaders on 
the basis of their qualifications for the work they are to do. 
1112345 
Score: A - 3, B - S. c - 4, D - 5. Mean 4.2. 
;' 
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Examples: 
:B - Student body, class. and home room leaders. 
D - SChool tries hard to avoid social differences yet some 
do persist; election of sChool leaders helps in this 
respect. . 
12. The school g1 ves recogn1 tion to the oompetence and personal worth 
of pUpils regardless of their social, economic, and academIc 
status. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - 3, :B - 4. C - 4, D - J. Mean 3.5. 
~ples: 
:B - School awards. safety patrol. office help, special assembly. 
D - SChool tries to avoid social classes and recognizes 
personal worth. 
13. The school offers pupils hell' in in terpretlng their experiences 
and their organizations in the larger setting of community, state. 
national. and world citizenship_ IT 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - 3, 13 - ), c - I, D - 5, 1~ea.n J. 
E:x8.mI>les: 
D - ManY' class, club, and school offices furnish experience 
of' this na. ture. 
14. The school seeks the cooperation ot parent. interested citizens, 
and communi ty grou.ps. a s well as pupils, in planning and develop-
ing the citIzenship program. N I 2 :3 4 5 
Scorel A - J. :B - 4. C - J. D - 4, Mean 3.5. 
E:x8.mI>les: 
B - career day, parents' day. service club visits • 
. D - Parent-Teacher Association, adult education program. 
15. The sChool conceives of democratic education as a life-long 
process and its fac111ties. therefore, are made available to 
groups and 1nd1v1~'Uals beyond school age. N 1 2 :3 4 5 
Score: A - 4, :B - 4. c - 4, D - 5. Mean 4.2. 
E:x8.mI>les: 
:a,D - Adult education 1n sewing, tYP1n&. recreation, 
handicrafts. 
16. The school uses all activities to help bulld the attitude8, 
sld.l1s, and understandings needad by the c1tlzeni. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A - 3. :B - 4, C - J. D - 5. Mean 3.7. 
Examples: 
:B - Varied eurr1cu1um. extra curricular activities. 
D - Great variety of extra curricuJ.ar actin ties. 
17. The school anco~s students to inItiate sChool and community 
projects, plan for them, seek adult cO'UIlsel as needed, and bear 
the responslbl11t.y for carrying out the projects. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - 4. :B - 4, C - 2. D - 2, Mean J. 
Examples: 
:B - Red Cross, March of Dimes, Junior Red Cross boxes, 
UH'ESCO lettere. 
D - Senior HIts. Junior Prom, plays, operettas, etc. 
18. !he school delegates an increasing number of areas of school 
lIfe to the student body tor management and control-area.s In 
which puptls ha~ real responsibl11t7. N 1 2 J 4 5 
' .. 
Score: A - J. B - S. c - 1. D - J. Mean J. 
Examples: 
:e - Student couneil, assemblies, parties, school exchange 
program. 
D - student officers. 
19. The school evaluates its citizenship program largely in tems 
or student action. evidence being BoU€ht in class activities, 
extra-elass activities. and in out-of-school sItuations •. 
N12J45 
Score I A - If, 13 - 5. c - 1. D - J. Mean ,. 
Examples: 
:s - SUnDer work projects. open house, 01 tlzenah1p program. 
20. The school deals real18tlcal]Jr vi th con trover.tal. 1s sues that 
are of concern to 8tu.dentS. N 1.2 J 4 5 
Scores A - 3. :s - 4, c - 2, D - 4. Mean 3.2. 
Examples: 
E - Soc1&l studies elaS8ee. 
D - School attendance low 1s applied realisticallY. 
21. '!'he school provides the instructional aide and fac!l! ties whIch 
are needed in informing young people concerning ciTic problems, 
i 
i 
:1 
--------1
I 
- ___ ~ __ ' 
and stimulating personal concern for the proper functioning 
of the school as a democratic community. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A - J, ~ - 4 t C ~ 2, D - 4, Mean 3.2. 
Examples: 
B - Street closing, community service, sewage disposal, 
abattoir. zoning water. 
C - Students' day to man.age the city government Of"tiC8S. 
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22. Tile school provides sy-stematic teaching of the principles of 
democratic citizenship and opportunities for pupils to study 
reflectively the success with WhiCh th8.1 are conducting their 
group activities according to these principles. N 1 2 J 45 
Scorez A - 3, J3 - 4. C - I, D - 4, }.!ea.n 3. 
Examples: 
B - Voluntary participation in the aotivities of the sChool 
and elective social studies classes. 
Additional Charaeteristics: 
The school emphasizes the importanoe of' wholesome school. 
church. and conmnmi ty relationships. 
Imperative ~ 12. !t-
",All youth need to understand the significance of the fam1ly for 
the individual and society and the oonditions conducive to successful 
family life. n 
Of the 76 ratings by the 4 cocm! ttees, 20 are adequate. It 1s an 
average of .s for each eoani ttse. There 1s general agreement tor high 
rating for only 1 statement. No.9, and agreement 1n low rating by all 
for No. 11. The extraa:e variation between total DCGree by different 
commi ttees 1s only 5 points. 'l!b1s 18 the smalle.' Tariatlon recorded by' 
the dIfferent committees, and. Indicates cloa8 agreement among the people 
maJdng the ratings. The mean ratings by the different coualttees are: 
A - 3.11; II - 2.7.3; 0 - 3.00; D - 2.89. and for the entire group, 2.93 
which 1s slIghtly lower than the mean score on the awvey. 
Table 4. Oomposite evaluation 'of family life training 
grpltD OM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Numbered statements 
8 9 10 1J,. 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
A 4 4 :; :3 4 4 2 2 J 5 2 1 4 :3 :; 4 3 J :; N 
B :3 3 J :; 3 4 2 J 4 4 2 2 :3 1 :; J 2 :3 2 2 
0 7 4 J J 4 :; J 1 4 4 3 N 2 4 J J J :3 N :3 
D :3 4 2 J 4 :; 2 2 4 4 2 2 J 4 4 2 2 2 J :; 
T 17 15 11 12 15 14 9 8 15 17 9 5 12 12 lJ 12 10 11 8 8 
M 3.7 2.7 :; 3.? 3.S 2.2 2 3.7 4.2 2.2 1.7 J .3 3.2 J 2.5 2.7 2.7 2.7 
M 
MS AR 
6 
:3 
5 
6 
20 
1 
T 
56 
52 
.51 
5.5 
214 
2.9 
M 
311 
273 
300 
289 
2.93 
\.,.) 
Ol 
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SuDDa.17 of' example. p1 ted ~ evaluations .Q.Q aepar8.H statementl. 
1. !he sChool provides situations designed to daTelop wholesome boy 
and g:1rl friendships not only in the classroom but aleo in atter-
school activ1 ties. N' 1 2 3 4 ,5 
Scorez A - 4. ~ - 3. c - 4, D - 4, Mean 3.7. 
Examples: 
. A. E. C ,D - School play, opera. open house , debating. a thlet1 C8 • 
assemblies and dances. 
2. '!'he school proT1des guidance services designed to help sh:r boys 
and girls learn the sldll. of participation in mixed 80cial 
activities. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - J. :s - 3. c - 3. D - 2. Mean. 2.7. 
Example.: 
A - Home room. home llT1ng classes. 
e - More encouragement could be g1 Ten to try out for act! 'Vi tl.a; 
more .mi%8rs at dancea. 
D - Home room gu1c1&nce not adequate. 
3. fhe school seeks cl08e cooperaUon with all homes in order that 
school and hcae m&7 work toward mu:tuall.y approved goals ot family 
11 Tiug. N 1 2 3 4 5 
hamples: 
A.}] - Home projects. home Tislts. Parent-Teachers A8sociatlon, 
adul t classes. 
o - School coordinator; goals for parents. student. 8Dd 
teachers to work tor. 
D - Parent-!'eachers Association, parents' 4&7. ho_ economics 
tor 8'UDDer •. 
4. T.be school makes 1'. fac1llties av.al1able to older 7ou~ and adults 
for group actt'ri '1e8 desIgned to 1mproft faally rela1;lon8h1pa. 
Score, A - 4. :B - 3. c - 4. D - 4. Mean 3.7. 
lf12)4,5 
\ 
A,B.O.D - Adult educatlon classe., Par811t.-!~ra Association, 
Mu.t;ual Impro"t'8lD8Jlt Aaaoclatlon. baalcetball. and 
swamar program. 
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those personal. problems which to them are of immediate concern. 
Score: A - 4, :s - 4, e - J. D - 3, Mean 3.5. 
N12345 
- Examples: 
A,D - Home room, counselors, library, contacts w1th teachers 
in and out of classroom. 
e - Include trained people on statf; work toward ga.ldanoe 
programs. 
6. The school bases 1'8 program of education for family living on 
continu1ng atud1es of the home llte needs and aspirations of 
pupils and parents in the COmmunity. N 1 2 J 4 .5 
Score: A - 2. :s - 2. C - J. D - 2, Mean 2.2. 
Examples: 
A - Activities of families in communit,y. 
:B,e,D - Home living cla8ses, music, personal d8T81opment. 
7. The school's program 1s deTeloped in such a manner that teachers 
become increasingly alert to sei ze opportun1 tles to improve 
pupils' understandings of the responsibilities of family members. 
Score: A - 2. :B - 2. C - I, D - 2. Mean 2. 
N12J45 
Examples: 
A - Parent-Teacher Association, institutes. organized 
class in home living and personal deTelopment. 
8. The school prondee simple and practical home-ma.ld.ng experiences 
for both boys and girls. N 1 2 J 4 S 
Score: A - J. B - 4. C - 4, D - 4, Mean 3.7. 
Examples: 
A.~.C.D - Home maldng cla8ses for bo,.8 and g!rl.; a180 
pqchology. soc10logy-. and economics. 
9. The achool -.kes 87st.atlc proT1s1ons tor boys and girls bo'h 
to pl&7 and to work together. N 1 2 :3 4 5 
Score: A -5. B - 4. c - 4, D - 4, Mean 4.2. 
Example 8: 
A,:B.C.D - Social intermural activities; a180 music, debatlDg, 
drals. classroom and club act1'rl. 'les. 
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10. !he school a_luaus 1'_ program for 1mproftd faa117 11"f1ng in 
teras of pupil projects designed to improve home and comnmni ty 
llT1ng. N 1 2 J 4 S 
Score: A - 2, E - 2. C - J. D - 2. Mean 2.2. 
Exalrplea: 
A,B,C - Hame living classes and projects, driver education, 
, distributive education. 
D - SUmmer home projects. 
11. ~ school 8"f'8.1uates ita program 1n fam1ly I1T1ng in terms of 
pupils' attitude. toward factors vh1ch strengthen or vealam 
the fam117 unit. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A - I, » - 2. C - 5, D • 2. Mean 1.1. 
Examples I 
A - Incidental program. not an organized 1. 
B - Baby 81 ttlng, budgeting, 'bu11ng, and pr8J8.ring family 
meals. Work and plq together. 
D - Very little done. 
12. !he school evaluates 1t_ program tor improved family living in 
terms of pupils' use of vell-thought-out standards for the 
seleetion of both necessitIes and luxuries which may improve 
family living. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - 4. E - J. c - 2. D - 3. Mean J. 
Exalrpl •• : 
A.13.D - Home living classes, economics, distributive and. 
consumer education. ~ing and budgeting. 
C - No coreages at dance.; unifor.m dress for graduation. 
13. In d8Teloping and naluatlng the program for family living, the 
school cooperates with the more 8ffective communi ty agencies 
concerned wi th iJDpro"l'1ng family life. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - J. B-1. C - 4, D - 4, Mean J. 
Example.: 
A - U.S.A.C. emploJm8Dt,office, Chamber of Commerce, civic 
clubs. Parent-Teacher Association. d18trlbut1Y8 education 
cla1888. _!fare work proJec\ •• 
B - Red ero ••• UNESCO. 80clal llT1ng classea. ' 
C - Summer recreation program. lce skating, church 
cooperation. 
D - Churah cooperation. . 
-~----.--- ---------------------, 
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14. !he school deTo~e8 a portion of 1 t8 program in tam1ly 11 Tint; 
to helplDg pupils become aware of \he interacting influeDces 
of' home and coDBWli V • 11 1 2 J 4 S 
SCQrel A - J. B - J. c - 3. D - 4. Mean ).2. 
Example.: 
A.:a,O.D - Parent-Teacher Aesoc1a tlon. home 11 Ting clA ••• a, 
loc101oQ. baby 81\\1ug, budgeting and ~. 
IS. 'l'ha school requires that all pu.plla experience at ftr71ng 
maturity 1eT81s units concerned with the OTer-all d8T81op1J.8J1\ 
of the 1nd1rtdual. N 1 2 ) 4 5 
Score: A - 4, :B - J. c - J. D - 2. Mean). 
Examples: 
A,»,C,D - Home li?1ng and personal d8Telopment c1a88 •• , 
plQrslcal education, home economics, and 8001010&7. 
16. !he school na1uates its program for improved family living in 
terms of pupils' assumption of actual responsibilities In the 
home and ooDllluni t7 • N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - 3. B-2. C - ). D - 2. Mean 2.5. 
Examples: 
A,B.C - HOlDe experience. and projects, m.e living clas.e., 
business in Junior High. 
D - OnlY' in relationship with Parent-!reacher AIsoc1aUon. 
17. The school provides a continuous in-aerrice education program 
vh1ch viII enable teachers to help pupils 1Dd1v1dUAlly and 
through classroom procedure to 41.coTer answers to questiona 
concerning the d8T8lopment of their own bodies and the 
~siologr of reproduc\1on. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A - 3. ]3 - 3. C - J. D - 2, Mean 2.7. 
E%ADrple81 
A.:B.C - Home living. ~.lo10Q'. 'bioloD. health fib. 
and extenaion classes. 
D - pqalcal educa\1on and hOlla economics gi .... eo_ 
information; little done to help student 1ndl~dual-
1y. . 
18. '!'be school proTide. ample opportuniV tor all \eacbers to 
undera1;and the 80 c1aJ. and .conom c atnature of the cOIDDRIDl V 
wi th special reference to family ute. if 1 2 3 4 5 
f 
4.3 
Score I A - 3. :B - 2. C - B. D - 3. Mean 2.7. 
lbamp18s: 
A • .!. C - Extension cla.8ea, tam117 lit. lnatl \ute. A.A. U. W. 
projects. 
19. !he school evaluates 1ts program for improved family living in 
terms of evidence shown by' students of a more reflective and -
better lnfor.med approaCh to problems of courtship and marriage. 
N12345 
Score: A - N. B-2. C - 3. D - 3. Mean 2.7. 
lbamp188: 
A - No formal program; at~emp' no scientific evaluation. 
B,C - Personality deTelopment. home living, seminary. 
D - Not much done. 
Imp,ra \1 Te 1!!!S !2.. .1 
"All 7ou\h need. to knOY how to purchase and use goods and aerrices 
intelligently', uncierstazullng both the 'ft1ue8 received b7 the conaumer and 
the economic conaequences of their acts.-
Of -the 72 ratings on eonlUDler education. 17 vera rated 4 or better. 
That would be an &Terat;e of onlJ' 4 of the 18 statements for each ratill8 
committee. Group A and C exceed this number in their commltte8 report •• 
!hera 18 pertect agre_ent by' all commi tten on statement Ho. 5 that the 
practice is excellent. All groups :rated it 4. :ror statements No. lJ 
and Ho. 17 there 18 uniform agreement for low ratlq. Bach committee 
scored these 1 or not at all. 
The ~'ion 1n \OW scores among the 41fferent comm1 ttea8' 1 • 
• > 
again not exce88ive. When total lcores are oorrec'~ for a total of 18 
s\a1;ementa. the ftriation 18 but 19 pob,., or an aftrap of but 1 point 
1D.g. 
!he mean score of .... cCXEltt" 18: A - 3.00; 11 - 3.00, c - 3.27: 
.... 
fable 5. Compo_ita ew.luatlon of coneumer education 
NUmbered Sta1;_nta A 
GEQ9 QH 1- 2 -- :i Ii 2 ~ Z 8 2 ;bO 11 12 1l lli 12 1~ 1Z 18 MS All , M 
.1 5 3 ) 2 1 4 4 4· 4 J J 4 J 1 J J 4 1 4 7 54 )00 
::e 2 :3 :3 :3 :3 4 4 3 J :3 2 2 2 N J 4 J • N' J 4S 300 
c 4 2 2 :3 N 4 3 4 J J N N 4 N N N 4 !l 4 5 J6 327 
D 2 J 1 :) i 4 J 4 ) J 1 1 2 1 2 J 2 1 2 2 40 222 
, 13 11 9 11 S 16 14 IS 1.3 12 6 7 11 2 8 10 13 2 10 17 175 
M 2.7 2.2 2.7 1.7 4 ).5 3.7 3.2 J 2 2.3 2.7 1 2.7 3.3 3.2 1 3.) 1 2.8 2 .. 87 
$ 
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D - 2.22. while for \he group the mean is 2.87. 
Sunma.1"l of examples 01 ted !:!l4 ...... luatlons 9Jl separate statements. 
1. The school bases i1;s program of consumer education on continuing 
analyses of the ID1D.eci1ate and practical consumer problems of 
pupils and the social-economic implications ot such problems. 
N12J4,5 
Score: A - 3. E - 3. C - 2. D - 3. Mean 2.7. 
Examples: 
A.E - Consumer education classes. home I1T1ng, auto mechanics. 
home economies. and woodwork classes • 
. 2. !he school uses several areas of the curr1eu.lum and a diversity 
of means to help pupils become alert and re~onsible consumers. 
N12J45 
Score: A - 3. E - J. c - 2. D - I, Mean 2.2~ 
Examples: 
A, C - 01 te the following classe8: home management and 
consumer education. 
A - l1ets also field trips. industrial arts clas888. 
't8s\1118 program promoted by' home llT1ng cla8sea. 
3. The school provides experience. through 1IIh1ch pttplls ma.y- develop 
a consumer's concern and a lense of respons1bl1i~ for wise 
spending of tax dollars and use of the serrices they ~. 
N12J45 
Score: A - 2. :B - J. c - J. D - J. Mean 2.1. 
Examples: 
A - Chemistry laboratory, foods classe •• clothing ClaSS8S; 
tines for destroyed proper~. 
D - Budgeting in home maldng. Budgeting and aud1 tor' B 
report of sChool activity funds. 
4. The school provides opportunities for each pupil to check his 
specific consumer actions against hi s maturing phllo80phy of 
5. 
values. N 1 2 :3 4 S 
Scores A-l.:B - 3. C - Nt D - I, Mean 1.7.-
Examples: 
A - No specified examples yet we teach and preach the theb17. 
~e school makes systematIc effort to stimulate pupils to want 
what 1s best for the individual and 80clety in 8'9'817 phase ot 
living: material (means considered), cultural. (aftilable bu.dget 
considered). moral, etc. N 1 2 :3 4 5 
Score: A - 4, :B - 4, C - 4, D - 4, Mean 4. 
lxamplea: 
A - Bxtracurr1cular activities. girls' home living cla8se8, 
b07s' personal deTelO}lllent classes, music and industrial 
arts class.s. 
D - The best in 11fel 1s presented as a stimulatlon 1n moat 
claa.es. 
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6. The school malces qetema.tic effort to d.eTelop consumers who can 
protect their own interests firmly, yet retain pleasant relationships 
with those who provide goods and services. N 1 2 :3 4 .5 
Seore: A - 4, ~ - 4. C - 3. D - J. Mean 3 • .5. 
Examples: 
A - School publications. Bo11el tlng advertlsiug, home economica, 
chemist17. and distributive education clasS88. 
D - Practice in actual 'bu1ing and selling. 
7. !!.'he school seeke to deTe10p in pupils an appreciation of the inter-
dependence ot people in providing and obta.1ning 8Gods and servicss. 
E'12J4.5 
Score: A - 4, :s - 3, C - 4. D - 4, Mean 3.7. 
Examples: 
A - All cla8a •• are a.re of this probl-. and Its importance. 
A.d.- $pec1al emphasis in socIology, social studies and 
\ consumer education class.s. 
8. The school proTide. OJ)POrtunl ties tor atudents to became acqua1nted 
vi th pri'V8.te and public agencies de.igned to help the conaumer make 
better use of existing resources. N 1 2 :3 4 S 
Scorer A - 4, :B - 3. C - ), D - J. Mean ).2. 
~les: 
A - Special attention Is given to all types of CODBUIl8r report. 
and help giwn in the.e cIa •••••. hCD8 llring, peracmal 
d8T8lopaent, hmle econcm1cs. lndu8tr1aJ. art •• chaDistr;y. 
A.e - DiatrlbntiTe education. 
9. !he 8chool prona,ea opportunities for students to ~ in budget-
ing and ~. their 1Dd1v1dual and group tands. N 1 2 J 4 .5 
Score. A - ,. B - ). c - 3. D - J t Mean 3. 
llIample81 
------------ -------
-- ------- - ~--- --
--- --- - -------- -~------
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A - 'ollov1~ actin ties: student bcxQ". hame room class parties. 
club actiT11;i8S. 
C - Class and school budgete. 
D - HOJll8 maldng classes. conBWller education classes. 
10. The school prondes opportuni tles for students to deTelop a senae of 
relatiYe values through real experiences in making selections. 
N12345 
Scores A - 3. » - 2. C - B, D - 1. Mean 2. 
Examples: 
A - Publications. social functions, home room affairs. 
C - Seleotion of sChool class and club leaders. 
D - Selection practices in CGnS'1llD8r education class. 
11. !he school provides experiences bY' vh1.ch students -7 bec<XIle aware 
of the abuses practiced by both producers and consumers and methods 
of el1minating suCh abuses. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - 4, B-2, C - N, D - 1, Mean 2.3. 
Examples: 
A - Special. attention giT8n this in industrial ans. home 
aconCllD.1cB, chemistry. art, girls' saniee club. 
12. The school promotes group proJects designed to acquaint pupils with 
an appreciation of their peraonal influence and the po\entla1itles 
of group action in raising standards of liv11l€ in their communi t7. 
N12J4S 
Score: A - 3. :a - 2, C - 4, D - 2, Mean 2.7. 
Examples: 
A - Music department actin ties i all help in their class.. to 
raise the ata.ndards. 
o - Athletic programs for boys and girls. 
D - Sociology and social studies classes. 
13. !he school naluat.s pupil growth 1n contnllDer ac~i'rit18s in terms ot 
pupil abl11 t7 to find sound constmler Worma:tion 1dlen they _ed 1 t. 
N1234S 
-Score: A - ,1, :e - 1I, C - H. D - 1. Mean 1. 
Example.: 
13 - Too advanoed tor our age group. 
D - Jbpbaels poyen in consumer education Cla8. bn:t 1t Is small 
and onlJr 1 class Is .cheduled. 
14. The school trias to detera1ne whe\her or not students are growing 
in their ab11it)" to new their economic actlT1tl.e of 80clal 
consequences, aa wll as 1nd1T1d'ual gain. H 1 2 :3 4 S· 
// 
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Score: A - 3. » - 3. c - W, D - 2, Mean 2.7. 
Examples: 
A - Y1ew ot locla1 consequences of ac\s streased in home 
economics, lnduatrla.l arts, chaa1at17. physical edu-
cation. 
15. file school pro'rlde8 opportun1 t188 for puplls to become ac-
quainted with goode and s.meas through contact v1th the real 
thiDg. Ii 1 2 :3 4 5 
Score: A - ~. :s - 4, C - W, D - 3, Mean ~.). 
Example.: 
A,B,D - Shop, hae maJdbg, consumer education Cla8S8S. 
A - Publica\1ons, student body actlT1ties. 
16. The school places emphasis on \he deTelopoent and use of guides 
for shopping: reading labels, ~ only vilat is needed, etc. 
N12J45 
Score: A - 4, ::B - ), c - 4, D - 2, Mean 3.2. 
Examples: 
A. D - Hame malc1.D& conaumar education. classes. 
A - Chem1atzy. industrial 8.1". ClaIS ••• 
17. !he school proTide. opportunities tor students to appraise 
goods in terms of their actual pertorma.uce. Ii 1 2 :3 4 5 
Score: A .. I, :B - Nt C - W, D - I, Mean 1. 
Examplesl 
A - Cham1etr.r cl ...... 
B - Opportunities dlff1cult. 
D - Kome making classea. 
18. !he school damonatratea, both mater1al:Q- 8Dd culturally, what 
'1s beat in 'Y&J'1ous areas of JlOClem lita. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: J. - 4, :B - B', C - 4. D - 2, Mean 3.3. 
JlDImpl ••• 
A - All areal of school, each 111 1t8 p8.1'Ucu.l&r field; 
Pla7a. opera, ae .. bl188, dal17 cla8avork. 
D - All cla •• e8 pre.en t this • 
.Add1 tiODAl ~ter1.'lc.1 
c - OUr group aeea the need tor more practice as well as the 
theoI7 in" such classes &8 conaumar education and. business, 
if pupils are to be prepared to meet the problems of \he 
:f'u.ture. 
Impera t1 Ta !!!.!A l!2. .2..' 
"All youth need. to understand the methods of science, the influence 
of science on human life. &lid the main 8cientlfic taa's concenling the 
na ture of the world and of man. n 
Ratings of 4 or aboTe were given by all comnit'ees in 26 instances 
which 1s an average of 6 1/2 for each coDnittee; the individual reports 
range onl1' from S to 8 adequate scores. For statements No. 5 and IS there 
1s reported general agreement that the practice Is excellent aince the 
aTerage rating of all commi tteea 1s 4. The range of variation between 
total scores of different oommitte.s 1s only 13 points. !his range 1s 
\ 
smaJ.1 when distributed among the 18 statements rated, and "~s general 
agreement in the zoatings by all comm1 tteel. !he mean rating by each co»-
mittee lSI A - 3.76; ! - ).12; C - 3.07; D - 3.00. and tor all groups, 
Here again the m.ean aoore for Iclenee exceeds that of the 8UrTey. 
Su!mary !! '!!'Plaa cited !:!!! 8'l'8.]:aatlOD8 9A 8821"&" eta tamen' ,. 
1. !be sChool pro~d8. experience. for all students deetgned to help 
them deftlop the lab!" of aaarch1ng for reasonable exp1ana tiona 
to naWraJ. phenomena rather than b1 lnd17 relyiDg upon superstition 
and paeu4o-aclence. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score, A - 4. B - 4. C - 3. D - 4. Me~ 3.7. 
Ex.ampleal 
A,O.D - All cla •• e. in dlfferen' fields of acience accomplIsh 
this thro1l&h their 4eaonatrationa &lid labora\o%'l' 
axpert.aent.. , 
C - Lack ot laborator,. tacl11tl ••• hovaftr. 
2. fhe school lIIL1t88 prmtdon8 tor interested student. to go deeper 
into \be IJJrj)llcatloBa r4 acience: science olubs. OOJDp8hnt help 
in Ind.1T1dual exper1aentaUcm, ek. N 1 2 :3 4 5 
..., 
Table 6. Composite evaluation of science 
lfumJ?!red Stategnts 
- Group OK 1 2 ~ 4 2 6 Z 8 2 10 11 12 
A 4 4 J" 2 J 5 4 5 5 5 5 2 J 
13 2 4 2 2 J J 4 4 N 4 3 .3 3 
c 7 J 3 4 4 4 4 2 J J 2 J N 
D J 4 3 J 4 4 J J 3 J 4 2 1 
T 16 15 11 11 14 16 15 14 11 15 14 10 7 
M 3.7 2.7 2.7 3.5 4 3.7 3.5 3.7 3.1 3.5 2.5 2.3 
1J 14 .~ ;L6 lZ 
J J 4 J 5 
:3 J -4 2 J 
J 5 N 4 4 
.3 2 4 2 3 
12 13 12 11 15 
.3 3.2 4 2.7 3.7 
A 
MS An T 
9 64 
5 53 
7 46 
5 51 
26 214 
2 3.2 
M 
376 
312 
.307 
300 
3.2.3 
\.J\ 
o 
Scores A - " B-2, C - J. D - ). Mean 2.7. 
Examplesz 
A - Limited facilities. special reports by apt students. 
A,O,n - SpecIal Bcience clubs in all fields. 
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3. '!he school provides space and lac!1! ties wi thin its plant for 
pupils to work wi th scientific equipment and display science 
materials for the use of other interested persons. N I 2 :3 4 5 
Score: A - 2, ~ - 2, C - 4, D - 3. Mean 2.7. 
Examplest 
A,O.D - IAboratQry f'~lities are a'V&ilable; not much in the 
way ot display. 
A - Lack biology laborator.y facilIties. 
4. !l'he school providee for experimental work through which pupils 
can observe and determine principles of Bcience by ~lr o.n 
ettor~s. N 1 2 J 4 S 
Score: A - 3. 13 - J.' C - 4. D - 4, }.(ean 3.5. 
Examples: 
A,e - Same as No. J. 
! - Demonstration rather than experiment. 
D - Will or~zed claS8e8 and laborator,y e%p8r1ments 
accomplish this? 
5. Insofar as possible, the sChool provide8 for pupil experienoe 
with actual sc1antltle equipment rather than relying only" upon 
8~ ot picture8 and reading materials. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score, A - 5, ! - J, C - 4, D - 4, Mean 4. 
Examplesl 
A,e - Same a8 Bo. 3. 
A - Much equipment A8sembled by pupils. ~lo1oQ bas 
prepared ma.ny preserved specimens. 
D - GOod tacil! tle8, especially in physics and chem1st17; 
also home nursing. 
6. '!'he school provide. time in the sclence program for the apprecia-
tlve 8~ of the contributions of great 8cientist. to human 
welfare. N 1 2 :3 4 S 
Scorel A - 4. :B - 4, 0 - 4, D - ), Mean 3.7. 
Examples: 
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A - Try to go deeper than appreciative study. 
O.D - Each course injects its own historical perspective. 
7. The school bases much of 1 ts science program upon activities of 
living which reveal the relationships ot science to life and ' 
offer practice in applying, the methods of science. N 1 2 :3 4 5 
Score: A - 5. ~ - 4. c - 2. D - 3. Mean 3.5. 
Exam}:llesl 
A,D - Application of methods of science a part of every 
class. 
C - Not cuCh effort to apply principles in real world. 
D - Disappointed in biology class in this respect. 
8. ~e sChool offers science experiences on the senior high sChool' 
leTel designed to serve both the immediate and anticipated future 
needs of interested students. n 1 2 :3 4 5 
Score: A - 5. :B - N. C - ) •. D - 3. Mean 3.7. 
Exam}:lle s : 
A - Laboratory experiments and other projects. 
O.D - Typical orthodox course geared to preparation for 
college. 
D - . Science clubs and specIal help from teachers. 
9. '!'he school provides for science study related to problema of 
mental and physical developnent of the Indl Tidual and the 
• 
10. 
main tenance of sound mental and bodily health. 11 1 2 3 4 S 
Score: A - 5, :B - 4, c - 3. D - 3. Mean 3.7. 
Examples: 
A - Genetics and physiology classes. 
B - Annual physical examination. 
C - Emphasis of physical through mass participation in 
act! vi ties. 
D - Physical education classes, the narcotic drugs, alcohol, 
and alkaloids. 
The school carries on its science progrBm through field trips. 
shop and laboratory actl"1'itlel, and diS0'll8Sion-not alone through 
lectures and the use of laboratory na111lAls. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Seore: A - S. B - J. c - 2. D - 4. Mean 3.5. 
lxamplest 
A.e.D - Field trips for biological science with laboratory 
work in plJT81cs and cham!. t1'7. 
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C - Sight seeing trips of questionable value. 
11. The sChool provides opportunities tor pupils to practice the use 
of scientific methods and attitudes in at~Cking economic, 
political, and soeial problems. N 1 2 J 4 .5 
Score: A - 2, E - J. c - 3. D - 2. Mean 2.5. 
Examples: 
A - Struggle of world powers for scarc9t critlcal material 
1s developed as a problem of science. 
C - Economics is probably not of ~ curriculum. 
D - During war years the classes vere good in this respect. 
12. 'rhe school provides opportunl ties for students to study directly 
the physical resources of their community. n 1 2 J 4 .5 
Score: A - 3. B - J. C - N, D - 1. Mean 2.3. 
Examples: 
A - Utah resources. va tar. ooal, 011. and pover. 
C - Do not see much in this idea. 
D - Only 1 field trip is recalled. 
13. The school promotes throughout the curriculum the use of materials 
and methods of science as they affect problems studied by the 
pupils. N 1 2 :3 4 .5 
Score: A - 3. E - 3. C - J. D - J. Mean 3. 
E:rBmples: 
A. C - Permanent laboratory equipment 1s being added. 
D - Chemistr,y classes presented individual problems for 
solution. 
14. The sChool provides opportunIties for students to examine at 
first hand the effects of science upon occupations in the com-
muni ty, resulting increases in lei sure time. and cl1a.nged standards 
of 11 v1ng. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A - 3. B - J. c - 5. D - 2. Mean 3.2. 
Examples: 
A - Use of electricity and its appltances are examples for 
study. 
C - Good array of courses in phy91ea1 and soclal science' 
where students are adequately exposed. 
D - Only from text book. 
15. '!'he school makes i t8 Bcience experiences practical in order 
that pupils may see the need of scientific knowledges and 
pr,actlces. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - 4, ~ - 4, C - N, D - 4, Mean 4. 
Ezamp18S: 
A - Physiology Is nearlY all the practical side. Chemistry 
and ~s1cs classes use practical examples to· illustrate 
fundamen-.la. 
D - Especially good 1n nutritIon. chemistry, physics, 
biology, physiology in using do~to-earth examples 
maldng practical applications. 
16. The school e't'8l.uates its science program partially in terms of 
able students who are it1mulated to continue work in science 
beyond high school. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Scor.: A - 2, B-2. C - 4, D - 2. Mean 2.7. 
Ezamp18s1 
A - Special report. for \he apt students. Tests are made 
difficult enough to challenge beat students. 
e - Oould campile a list of nationally famous scientists. 
D - Do not know that It Is done. It is a fault. I think. 
17. The school .'resses science teachiug vh1ch viII help each pupil 
understand science as a factor in his dally life-not a magical 
something only tor hi. 1DY'8tificatlon. N 1 2 J 4 S 
Score: A - 5. :B - J. c - 4. D - J. M-.n 3.7. 
Examples: 
A. - AppUcatlons of chem1atr;y, physics, and plQra 1 01 OCT • 
D - Bu11dlng a rad10 in physics. good application In 'blo1oD 
and physiology. but not enough in mathematics and 
chemistry. 
Add! \1 ona1 characteristics: 
D - '!'he local 81 tua tlon 8eems \0 lack time and equ1];88nt 
to improTa and lndlT1dt1Al!ze instruction. !he physics 
classes vere good. tbe biology- in JUDior High the best 
posa! ble. Di·apllQ" apace •• 1Dadequa te. Ve thought 
va reca1Ted a good education. W. bel!eft more good 
teachers are needacl to 1Dd1:v1duallze, to a gr_'-r 
degree. the Instruction. Mora laboratoZ7 apace _d 
equipaent and. lIora 4iSPla7 8pl.ce are neecle4. 11. a180 
think students cannot rate the school WJIq well. !hey 
do not appreciate the 1aportance of what 1ihe7 are learn-
ing at the t1ae and forget mtlDl' ~ •• 
I 
5S 
Impera t1 ve ~ No. 1 
nAIl youth need opportunities to deTelop their capacities to appreciate 
beauty, 1n Ii terature, a.rt, music, and nature. n 
Table 7. Composite evaluation of aesthetic values 
}lumbere~ statem!nts A 
Group OM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 MS AR ! M 
A 6 :3 3 13 .5 4 3 5 .5 4 .5 3 J 3 5 3 5 8 62 387 
13 1 5 5 ;5 .5 5 .5 .5 5 5 .5 5 5 5 5 .5 5 16 75 469 
c 9 J 2 2 2 2 4 J 4 4 2 4 :3 4 4 J :3 6 49 )06 
D 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 ~ 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 o 22 137 
T 18 12 11 12 14 13 14 14 15 15 13 13 12 13 16 12 14 30 208 
M J 2.7 3 3.5 3.2 3.5 3.5 3.7 3.7 3.2 3.2 3 3.2 4 :3 3.5 1 3.2325 
The committee reports on aesthetic valuEJS include both high and low 
extreme scores in the survey. One committee reported a .5 score for all state-
ments, while another g,ave no adequate scores and their highest numerical ratings 
vere 2. In each of these extreme reports the comml ttees were small. 
However. a total of ,30 adaqua te ra tinge were recorded for all comm1 ttees \ 
Thi s number 1 s qui te high even vi th the 16 referred to above deducted. The 
variation in total acore by the different commIttees 1s also the largest in 
the survey, being S3 points. This especially expresses the extremes in 
opinion of the comml ttees. Because of \bese extremes no statements could 
score real high or low, yet No. 14 had a mean rating of 4. This is the on17 
statement wi th an adequate mean' rating. On this statement there 1s a range 
of variation in score ratings of J points, which 1s qui te general for stat .... 
ments under aesthetic values. 
The mean score for the different committees 1s: A - 3.87; ! - 4.69; 
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c - 3.06; D - 1.37. while for all groups it is 3.27. again slightly above 
. the mean for the surrey. 
Summary of examples c1 ted and evaluations .2!! separate statements. 
1. The school looks at itself constantlT for p08s1bl11t1es to improve 
and beautify plant and 81 te as the setting in which the staff has 
to work to cultivate appreciation of beauty. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - ). B - S, c - :3. D - I, Mean :3. 
Examples: 
A - Development of Crimson Field; landscaping; care of 
lawns i more ca.re ne eded in care of buildings. 
C - PerIodic cleaning and renovation; clean-up days. 
2. The school provides opportunities for pupils to utIlize their 
talents at varying levels of compet.ence both in the classroom and 
before other student groups and the public. N 1 2 :3 4 5 
Score: A - 3, :B - 5, e - 2. D - 1. l.fean 2.7. 
Examples: 
A - Choral. band groups appear for eivic. religious programs. 
B - Talent. assemblies; art work exhibited locally and state-
vide; fewer and more concrete activities needed; com-
munity-sChool aotivity programs overlap. 
C - Classroom units too large for individual attention. 
3. The school places emphasis in these a.reas upon social and function-
al use of aesthetic materials rather than upon aesthetic perfection 
in these fIelds. but talented pupils receive encouragement toward 
perfection! sm. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - ), B - 5. c - 2, D - 2. Mean J. 
Examples: 
A - Art exhibits feature same work of all students; choral-
band concerts utilize all enrolled; sChool play; llte~ 
ma8&zine, nWhispering Pines,n open to all. 
e - Practice slow17 moving forward. 
4. The school insures that pupils are kept aware of coDll1.1ll1 V activ1 ties 
in these a~eas and that the communi ty 1 s aware of school act! T1 tles 
designed to dSTelop beauty appreciation. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - 5. B - 5. c - 2, D - 2. Mean 3.5. 
Examples: 
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A - Art studente visit Cache Valley art exhibits; dramatic 
art cla88e8 attend movies and college dramas aa a 
class unit. 
B - Community ciTie MUsic program patronized by atudenta. 
C - Too many counun1 ty and school act1 vi t18S occur at eame 
time. Dinde 'interest and attention. 
5. The school program draws on literature, art, music, 8I1d nature 
to make axp8rlence~ of school life and dally living more meaning-
ful. enjoyable, and emotionally satisfJing to pupils. N 1 2 :3 4 S 
Score: A - 4, B - S. 0 - 2. D - 2, Mean 3.2. 
Examples: 
A - Class materials designed for appreciation of lite; · 
lyceum programs. college opera, Un! ted Sta. tea Navy band. 
C - Regular cla.ssvork except in 1i teraWre. art. and DlUsic 
more concerned with business than appreciation of beauty. 
6. The school accepts the &esthetic Jud,gments of students as start-
ing points for the development of higher le~ls of appreciation, 
but fosters growth in these ju.dgments through exploratory 
opportunities. N 1 2 3 4 S 
Score: A - ) • . B - 5, C - 4. D - 2. Mean 3.5. 
Examples: 
A - Visual aids: Junior English maeazine project promotes 
knovled«e of current magazines. 
13 - Read1ng programi radio programs eT8luated in class i maries. 
o - Encourage stwients to appreciate and do their best eTen 
though not talented. 
7. 'rhe school provides opportun! ties for pupils to increase their 
appreciatIons thro'U8h creative work in such areas as landscaplng. 
poetry. the drama. waie. etc. !i 1 2 .3 4 5 
Score: A - S. :B - 5. c - :3. D - 1, Mean 3.5. 
Example8: 
A - Landscaping discussed. in bota.Dy cla8se8; students vi th 
music, art abl11 ties urged to create. 
:B - Year books. school paper, school maga.stne prov1de 
creative opportunities. 
C - Ll ttle done in landscaping and poetl7. Music, drama 
very good but those who do well get bulk of attention. 
8. The school proTld8. opport"unl tle8 for all pupils to partic1pate 
to 8<a8 degree in various DlU81eal activ1 tles. N 1 2 :3 4 5 
Score. .1 - 5. :B - .5. c - 4. D - I, Mean '.7. 
-.-- 1 
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Examples: 
A - Sixty percent students reg1stered for music instruction; 
chorus. programs, opera, quartets. band. 
:s - Orchestra. music festIval include all. 
9. The school provides extra-class act! vi tIes to supplement regular 
classroom work ~erever interest and enthu8tasm'warrant addition-
al opportunities to those provided in regular class actIvitIes. 
Score: A - 4, :s - 5. c - 4. D - 2, Mean 3.7. 
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Examples: 
A - Glee clubs, band. craft activities, drama. 
:s - Photography. opera, field trips, r.ad1o. 
C - SpeeCh contests, eseays, etc.; costume work and 8~e 
settill8's furnish opportunities at school and oollmJUlli ty 
programs. 
10. The school constantly studies the reactions of students to the 
materials in these area8 to determine more adequate and, appropriate 
choice of naterials. N 1 2 :3 4 .5 
Score: A - S. B - 5. e - 2. D - 1. Mean 3.2. 
Examples: 
A, e - Depends largely on teacher ideas and fUnds available. 
Student wurveys conducted to determine students' 
Choices of .ubJects to be studied. 
11. The school _lees use of '1'arled means--obs8natlon of emotional 
responses, eomparati'Y9 group studies, apparent taste changes, etc. 
-to eft.luate the growth of the capaclV of students to appreciate 
beauty in 11 terature. art, music. am nature. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A - 3, ~ - 5. c - 4, D - 1, Mean 3.2. 
Examples: 
A,e - Emotional and phyalcal adjustments part of art and 
drama classes. Use of recordings; IndlT1dua1 and 
group counseling etfectl?8. 
12. The ~chool prOT1d8& 'apportunl ties for the Infoft.lal us_ of .t_rials 
in these areas to daTelop in P\lPi1s the courage '\0 tr;y new thiDgs. 
N12J4S 
Score: A - 3. ~ - S. e - 3. D - 1, Mean 3. 
Examples: 
A. e - Encouragement g1 'Yen in mus1 c. art, ora tori cal and 888&7 
------- -- --- ---
----- - -----
:1 
Ii 
------
contests and literature; original and creatlT8 work 
used in hall decorations. 
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13. The school bases 1 tl program of beauty appreciation in literature. 
art, music, and nature largely upon communi ty resources in these 
areas. and the stimulation of opportunities for youth and adults 
to participate in aesthetic experiences wi thin the communi ty. 
N12J45 
Score: A - J, B - 5. c - 4, D - I, Mean 3.2. 
Examples: 
A,e - Utah State Agricultural College and local churches 
offer fine programs, lyceums, civic music, provide 
aesthetic experiences within.the community. 
14. The school t 8 program in these areas is designed primarily to 
develop competence for personal, home. and community use. 
N12345 
Score: A - 5, B - S. c - 4. D - 2, J~ean 4. 
Examples: 
A,e - Bappine88, confidence, poise, and personal respon-
sibility result as students acquire ability through 
u8efulness in presenting programs to sChools. clubs. 
and religious orgpnizations. 
15. In the study of literature the school stresses the human qualities 
of literary characters through the use of audio-visual aids. 
comparisons with local and prominent persons in current affairs, 
historical heroes, etc. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A - 3. » - 5, C - 3. D - 1. Mean 3. 
Examples: 
A - Foreign studente address student groups; schools offer 
reference material; moTies and fllm strips used in 
Ii terature studies. 
16. !be school uses varied me&ns--orientation courses, aptitude 
tests, observation of student interests, examination of earlier 
records, etc.-to discover, assist. and encou.rage the develop-
ment of special apt! tudes of pupils in thess fields. 
N12:34'5 
Score: A - 5. E - 5. c - 3. D - 1, Mean 3.5. 
Examples: 
A.~,C - Sophomores given orientation course; Gines Aptitude 
'rest given seniors. Accumulative records from 
grade throu&h Junior High amlable to teachers. 
Counseling. service given but too lind ted; class 
rooms too crowded to give needed individual attention. 
&-paclal characteristic.: 
1. High school students in Logan are subjected to more' 
good things because of the college and 11;8 clo8eness 
to their lives than. are moat high. school students. 
2. More ·good" records are sold 10cal17 than in tow.. 
of comparable size. 
J. Marly (a large percentage) students come from homes 
where both parents are collage graduates. 
4. More students haTe home access to 2 newspapers and 
a greater variety of 8'tandard magazines than Is 
cus toJDB,17 • 
5. L1 tera17 clubs are an essential part of Logan culture. 
Students constantly hear of new books at home. 
Imperative Need !fo. § 
"All youth need to be able to use their leisure t1me well and to 
budget 1 t wisely, ba.lanc1ng actin Ues that yield eatlstaction to the In-
dlvidual with those that are 80c1a11y useful. n 
,> 
Table 8. CCBpOs1te evaluation of training for leiaure 
'rb1rd ~etemf!!lts A 
Group eM 1 2 ;3 ,. 5 12 13 lli 15 KS An !M 7 9 10 11 
A 4 5 5 4 S 1 4 :3 .3 5 5 .3 J 4 S J 9 58 387 
:s 2 .3 4 .3 4 .3 4 4 4 .3 5 4 4 4 4 2 10 5S )61 
c 4 2 4 2 J 4 2 J 5 J 4 2 3 4 J J S 41 313 
D :3 5 .5 :3 S 2 4 4 4 4 5 2 J 4 4 2 10 ,56 :37J 
T 13 15 18 12 17 10 14 14 16 15 19 11 13 16 16 10 J4 236 
M 3.7 4.5 :) 4.2 2.5 3.5 3.5 4 :3.7 4.7 2.7 3.2 4 4 2.5 6 3.6 3.60 
A total of 34 adequate ratings -.. recorcled trQlll the report. of all co.-
mltteee. This is an aftr&88 of 8 1/2 per group tor the 15 a\atements, a TarT 
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hlgh. average rating. The following numbered statements, 2, 4, 8. 10. 13. 
and 14, have a mean rating by all commi ttees of 4 or better. This is the 
greatest number of adequate ratings e survey, with the exception of' 
Imperative Need No.3. citizenship. e a like number vere recorded 
for 22 statements compared with' 1; under this need. 
The range' of 'Y&riation in total sea e among the groups 18 low, being 
only 11 points. which shows close 'agreem nt in ratings. The mean scores 
for the separate committees are: 7; B - ,).67: C - 3.13i D - 3.73; 
and for all groups. 3.60, which 1e the ghest mean score among the 10 
needs. However. in range 1 t is not as ch above the mean as No. I, sale-
able skills. 1s below 1t. 
Summary S!l ep.mples ~ ~ evaluation on separate statements. 
1. !he school bases its program of training for the use of leisure 
time upon continuing studies 0 existing facilities for recreation 
in the communi ty and the eons ntly emerging leisure-time needs 
and interests of' youth and ad. 1 ts in the communi ty. 
N12.34; 
Score I A - 5. E - J. c - 2, 3.7. 
ExamplesJ 
A.D - City and school planning of' Crimson Field. 
A - Summer program including music, swimming, recrea\ion, 
etc •• is a joint enterprise of community and sChool. 
2. The school provides opportunIties tor 9verJ student to partici-
pate in some form of leisure-time group actIvity such a8 singing, 
dramatics. dancing, etc. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A - S. E - 4, C - 4. D - 5. r~ 4.5. 
kamplSSJ 
A.E.D - Intermural program. dramatics, dances. athletic 
program, recreational program, ~eech oontests, 
music. 
3. The school, in selecting teaChers. gives consideration to their 
competence in promoting and guiding leisure-time pursuits. 
N12J45 
Score: A - 4. E - J. c - 2. D - J. Mean 3~ 
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Examples: 
D - Teachers are all well trained in guiding leisure time 
acti vi t18S. 
4. The school proTidee space and special equipnent for developing 
1 ts leisure-time training program on an equal footing with other 
sChool actiT1tles. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score I A - 5. B - 4, C - J. D - S. Mean 4.2. 
Examples: 
A, C - Gymnasium, pool. music. play fields all lighted, stage. 
S. The school recognizes the extent to which commercial entertainment 
makes demands upon pupils' leisure hours and helps pupils develop 
crt taria for selecting from the abu.nc1ance of enter\a1nment avail-
able. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Scorel A-I. B - J. c - 4, D - 2. Mean 2.5. 
Exampiesl 
A,~ - High school help. college sponser l1;s opera b7 tald.ng 
matinee pertor.mance. 
l3,D - Some teachers make a good at\empt in this field. 
6. The achool proTides for student instruction and practice in the 
active duties of citizen8h1p whiCh are normallY disCharged in 
leisure time," such as Toting, clean-up campaigns. attendance at 
civic meetings, etc. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - 4, B - 4, C - 2. D - 4. Mean 3.5. 
Example8: 
A,B,D - Cooperate vi th cI\P1c group In get-Out-the-Tote 
campaign; student body and class officers; home 
room and club organizations; communl~ betterment 
campaigns. 
7. !he school d.le~te8 to student groups muCh of the responsibility 
for the planning and conduct of leisure-time actlv1 ties. 
N12J4S 
Scorel A - J. B - 4, C - 3. D - 4, Mean 3.5. 
Examples I 
A.B,D - Student dances, class socials, club actin ties, 
intramural bo7a t and girls' aporta, home room programs. 
8. !he school plans 1 ,. 1el sure- time program carefully' in order 
" 
.' , 
that pupils ~ come to recognize that leisure time is not just 
time to be passed btl t that 1 tis time to be planned for and used. 
N12345 
Score: A - 3. E - 4. C - 5, D - 4. Mean 4. 
Examplesz 
A - SChool calendar planned by various interested groups. , 
B - Library period. classroom consideration of such planning. 
D - Good variety of leisure activities provided. 
9. The school seeks close cooperation with recreational agencies in 
order that facilities ~ be broadened rather than unnecessarily 
duplicated. N 1 2 :3 4 5 
Score: A - 5, B-3. c - 3. D - 4, Mean 3.7. 
Examples: 
A.D ~ Good coordination by schools and communIty. Some 
duplication in school and church activi ties., 
10. The school provides opportunities for students to participate in 
some form of sport or other physical activity. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A - S. B - 5. c - 4. D - S. Mean 4.7. 
Examples: 
A,B,C,D - Full program of activities in athletics. Intr.amurals. 
and recreational activities both indoor and' out-
door type. 
11. The school is concerned with ~e retiring pupil and, through 
guidance, undertakes to help him find his interests. 
N12J45 
Score: A - 3. B - 4. C - 2, D - 2, Mean 2.7. 
Examples: 
A,B - Guidance program. home room activl ties, music. various 
handicr.aft activities otfer some help. 
CtD - Not too much help offered. No systematic approach 
to problElIl)': overcrowded condi tion hampers this move-
ment. 
12. The school provides instruction in and time for practice and 
learning socially useful leisure-time habits vb1ch perforce ~ 
not be given in the home. 11 1,2 J 4 5 
Score: A - J. B - 4. C - 3. D - 3. Mean 3.2. 
Examples: 
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A - Home room and home economies classes. 
~ _ nr.&matlc8 and social daneing in physical education. 
D - Girls' service courses in senior year. 
13. The school ma.1nta.1ns developmental. reading programs in order 
that pupils' increased &bili~ to read may also bring satisfaction 
and enjoyment in tbis method of us1ng leisure time. 
N12;45 
Score: A - 4, B - 4, C - 4, D - 4. Mean 4. 
Examples: 
A,E,C,D - Llbrar,y reading pr~ 
14. The school tries to help each student develop such skill in 1 or 
more leisure-time pursui t8 that 1 t will bring him a sense of 
achievement and recognition. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A - 5, B - 4, C - 3. D - 4, Mean 4. 
Examples: 
A,B,D - Great vari8~ offered for pupils' selection; arts 
and crafts, music. all physical education activ1 t1es. 
1.5. The school analyses annuall,. with ea.ch pupil his periodiC In-
school and out-of-acnool activities as an aid to personal 
ach1eTement of balanced Ii ving. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A - J. ~ - 2. C - J. D - 2, Mean 2.5. 
Examples: 
A - Home living, personal develolDent, counselors. 
D _ Not eno'tlgh done in this field; 1 t is a church program. 
Additional Characteristics: 
Varied climB. te widens scope of act! vi tles that can be 
BUccesstully carried on. The do m nan t church has a full acti vi t;,y 
program which 8upplements the school activitIes. 
Iprpera t1 ve Need No. .2. 
"All youth need to deYelop respect for othe~ persons, to grow in the1r 
insight into etMcal 'YBlues and principles, and to be able to 11..,.e and 
work cooperatiftly with othera. 1I 
Among the 84 ratlngs 'b1' all colllIli ttees only 18 vera ra\ed 4 or aboTe. 
This is an aT.rage of 4 1/2 adequate ratings per committee. There 18 only 
fable 9. Oomposi'_ ..aluation of .tn1oal values 
Jlumbered Si!temen\a 
GroU]) OM 1 2 J 4 :2 6 Z 8 2 10 l~ J:2 lJ 
A 4 2 2 :3 S :3 2 1 :3 1 2 :3 2 • 
:B 2 :3 :3 4 5 :3 :3 J 4 :3 :3 2 J :3 
c 4 4 :3 1 J 2 J :3 2 2 4 2 2 :3 
D 2 J J S 5 5 4 4 J' 4 J 3 2 :3 
T 12 12 11 13 18 13 12 11 12 10 12 10 9 9 
M 3 2.7 3.2 4.5 3.2 J 2.7 3 2 • .5 :3 2 • .5 2.2 3 
A 
:1:4 J:S ~6 1Z 18 12 20 21 MSAR'fM 
2 1 :3 :3 :3 4 2 1 2 48 240 
J 3 4 J S 5 5 :3 7 '73 348 
2 :3 J 2 2 J 2 2 2 53 252 
2 J :3 4 J 1 2 1 7 66 314 
9 10 13 12 13 13 11 7 18~ 
2.2 2.5 3.2 J ).2 3.2 2.7 1.7 1 2.9 2.89 
~ 
0'\ 
\.A 
~6 
1 statement, No.4, that has a mean score rating abOTe 4 and in \his 
instance it vas rated J by 1 group. The extreme variation between the 
total scores for each comml ttee 1s 23 points, when all totals are co~ 
rected to 21 statements. This is an average of only about 1 point per 
statement which is not considered extreme. !he mean score for each com-
mittse for this need is: A - 2.40; B - 3.48; C - 2.52; D - 3.14, and 
the mean for the entire group 1s 2.89. which is slIghtly below the mean 
score of the survey. 
Summary of ~les cited !!!A evaluations ~ separate statements. 
1. The school is organized and administered to stimulate coopera-
tive endeavor on the part of both students and staff. Ii 1 2 :3 4 5 
Score: A - 2, B - J, C - 4, D - 3, Mean 3. 
Examples: 
At! - Hame room and classroom student committees. including 
Red Croas and UNESCO membership; faculty adminiatra-
tive committees; student council organizations. . 
2. The school ex_pllfles cooperative action for i '8 students 
through statf action Characterized by joint consideration, 
group decision. and eolleotive evaluation. . N 1 2 3 4 S 
Score: A - 2, B-3. c - 3, D - J. Mean 2.7. 
Examples: 
A.B - Student council and committees. music, art. drama, 
assemblies and classwork. Planning and carrying 
out ot Crimson Field development project. 
3. The school prondes tor pupil experiences to supplement book 
materials. such &8 coJllld. 'tee iDT8stlga. tiona. excursions into 
the community, audi~T1sual experience. group work project •• 
etc. B 1 2 J 4 5 
ScoreS A - 3. :B - 4. c - 1. D - 5. Mean 3.7. 
Example.: 
A,B - World.ng together on athletic tle14: extensive audio-
TiBUa.l educa tton program. 
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4. 1'he school ofters a program of atudent act! "f'1 t18s which proT.lde 
pupil s opportuni,tles to ach1eve eta tuB vi th aga-mate •• 
N12345 
Scorel A - S. ! - 5. c - 3. D - 5. Mean 4.5. 
Examples: 
A,:B - Athletics. debate, newspaper. year book, &88emb17 
programs, intermural program. dances and parties. 
operetta. radio broadcasts. etc. 
5. The school pro~de. opportunities, wher ... r possible and expedient. 
for students to brIng' Ind.I vidual and group action into line wi til 
the result. of 8tudy. N 1 2 J 4 S 
Score, A - J. » - J. c - 2. D - 5. Me&n 3.2. 
Examples: 
A - Student council decisions on care of building and grounds. 
Student enforcement of student decisions bY' judicial 
committees. 
6. The school provides guidance services de~1gned to help pupils into 
actin ties on the basiS of observed or obJeet1velJr determined need. 
N12J45 
Score: A - 2. B ~ J. c - J. D - 4, Mean 3. 
Examples: 
A,:S - Guidance or counseling serne. prorlded but not wry 
effective. Activities require pupils who can achieve 
rather tban those who require help in solving person-
. a11t7 problems. 
7. The school provides for experiences designed to help pupils and 
adhere to a value 8,-stem consis\ent with the tenets of our con-
tinuously d.veloping democratic ~ of lite. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - I, ! - 3. c - 3. D - 4. Mean 2.7. 
Examples: 
A - Driver training program. 
8. The school pro?1des opportunitIes tor eaCh pupil to examine h~ 
881t critIcally and obJective17 to promote respect for .elf and 
tor others. If 1 2 :3 4 S 
Score: A - 3, » - 4. c - 2. D - 3, Mean ). 
Exampl •• s 
..... --~~---------------------------------- -------- -
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A.» - Self-rating Bcore teste--puplls confer with counselors 
re~rd1ng interpretation of test scores, interest test. 
personal adjustments test and aptitude tests. 
9. The school promotes the use of student-developed, understood, and 
approved '9'alues in solving problems in daily Ii Ying. N 1 2 J 4 5 
~ 
Score: A-I, B-3. c - 2. D - 4. Mean 2.5. 
baIlple.: 
A - L1 tera ture. personal devslopmen t and home 11 ving classes. 
10. The school promotes favor.able school-home-community relationships 
in order that all may work with the students toward mutually-
approved goals. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A - 2. E - :3. c - 4. D - J, Mean :3. 
Examples: 
A.B - Parent-Teacher Association effective: mid-quarter 
progress slips sent to parents; parents' visiting 
~e; also school activities. 
11. The school's program provides for teacher-pupil planning and 
study of problems vh1ch grow out of daily living at school and 
"in out-ot-8chool 11fe. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - 3. » - 2, C - 2, D - 3. Mean 2.5. 
Examples: 
A - Home 11 ving and personal develolDent; teacher daily' 
consultation periods. 
12. !he school encourages pupil freedom of choice of a course of 
action on a given problem after pupl1-parent-teacher conterences 
point out the implications of "I8.rioue choices open to the pup1l. 
N12345 
Score: A - 2. ~ - J. c - 2, D - 2. Mean 2.2. 
Examples: 
A.~ - Pupila haTe wide r&n€e of choice in registering tor 
cla8se8 atter conferences; aleo Choice of student 
activities. 
13. The 8chool ew1uates pupils' respect for other. in terms of pupils' 
abl11 ty to resol"f'8 18.1198 to find what 1s BOund or wbat 18 for 
the common good. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - N, B-3, C - J. D.- J. Mean J. 
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Examples: 
13 - S tuden t body council. 
14. The school extends the use of the method ot cooperatlT8 think-
ing and action to an increasing number of problems and issues 
that lend themselves to such treatment. no area. being tabooed. 
H12J45 
Score: A - 2, B-3, c - 2, D - 2 •. ,Hean 2.2. 
Examples: 
A - B07s' and Girls I League; American problems class; 
8 tuden t councll. 
15. The school program pro'Yidas for \he development of :youth 
c01Ulclls or parent-teacher-pupl1 groups in which pupils have 
the opportunl ty for participation and leadership in the co-
operative solution or problems tbat are important to youth. 
N1234S 
Score: A-I. 
Examples: 
A,B,D - Panel discussions by pupils in Parent-Teacher 
mee'l~; community coordinating council baa pupil 
members on committee. 
16. The school adopts into 1 ts regular Cla8s program act! vi tlea 
which contribute to the solutions ot 11fe problema. 
N12J45 
Soora: A - J. ]3 - 4. C - J. D - j. Mean 3.2. 
Examples: 
A.! - General illustrations can be fOUDd In nearly all 
classes otfered. 
11. The school aphaslses in all gu.1dance and 1Jl.tru.c\loaal 
actl Yl t1es the need tor de'erm.n1ng what tbe pupil can do veIl 
rather than what h. ca.nnot do wall or at all. N 1 2 :3 4 S 
Score a A - :3. B - :3. c - 2. D - 4. Mean J. 
lkamp18.: 
A.B - Interest and apt! tude iest_; elect,l" subJect,.; wide 
variety of utracurricular ac\lT1t1 ••• 
18. 'fhe school ~81"8 in Instru.cUon and guidance the ethical 
standards nec.s88.17 for full persoD8.l aucce •• ad make. the 
standards desired by- the pupil through the persoDAl exaaple 
of the teachers. recognition of good conduct, &ad other mean •• 
N 1 2 J 45 
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Score: . A - J, B - 5. c - 2. D - J. Mean 3.2. 
Examples: 
A,B - No offlc1aJ. or formal way to determine this. Standards 
emphasi zed in all clas8es especia.lly seminary-. b7 
personal ezample of teaChers. 
19. The school ellcl ts the unique contributions of individuals with 
differing backgrounds to the enhancement of group 11 'ring. 
N1234S 
Seore: A - 4. B - S. C - J. D - 1. Mean 3.2. 
Examples: 
AtB - Class actlY1tlss feature contributions of transfer 
students, especial~ fram foreign lands. Assemblies 
feature foreign students from college. 
20. The school provides for direct and/or indirect instruction in 
morals and ethics through li terature. history. biographY •• tc. 
1{1234S 
Score: A - 2. B - S. c - 2. D - 2. Mean 2. 7. 
Example s : 
AtB - P~81cal education classes; literature classes; 
evalua tion of mov1eB~ 
21. The school proTides for the critical examination and evaluation 
of dIffering and conflicting value ~stem8. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A - I, B - J. c - 2, D - 1. Mean 1.7. 
Examples: 
A - No organized program to meet this provision. Home 
1 i T1 ng and personal deva 1 O}Uen t cIa ssee attack the 
problem to 80me extent. 
Add! tlonal comment: 
D - Through cooperation of L. D. S. seminary, '00 much 
responsl bill ty 1 s left to 1 t b7 school for providing 
ethical and moral values, and study of .tandard of 
values other than those generally held and practiced 
at this 1nd.1 vidual school. 
Impera tlye 1!U.9: No. 10 
"All youth need to grow in their abilitY' to think rationally. to 
express their thoughts clearly, and to read and listen v1. th understanding.· 
Table 10. Composite evaluation ot rational thinking 
Gr9UP OM 1 2 J li S 
Numbered Statem.t. 
t; Z 8 2 10 11 12 ~ 
A S 2 4 5 2 2 4 2 4 4 :3 2 2 4 
B :3 4 4 :3 4 2 4 4 4 S J :3 :3 4 
C 9 :3 2 4 :3 4 3 .3 2 2 :3 :3 2 4 
D J J J 2 4 2 2 1 J J 2 4 2 4 
T 20 12 13 14 13 10 13 10 13 14 11 12 9 16 
M J .3.2 J.S 3.2 2.5 ).2 2.5 3.2 3.5 2.7 J 2.2 4 
A 
14 l~ 16 ~Z .8 ~2 20 21 MS AR ! M 
2 ) :3 S :3 4 2 :3 8 65 304 
:3 :3 :3 5 4 4 4 S 13 78 372 
2 4 J 4 2 J :3 J 5 62 296 
1 3 1 2 .3 J 2 1 J 51 24:3 
8 13 10 16 12 14 11 12 29 256 
2 ).2 2.5 4 J 3.5 2.7 3 2 3.0 3.05 
-...J 
..... 
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Among the 84 ratings recorded by all commi ttees. 29 were adequate 
ra tings. Th1 sis an average of 7 plus for _ch coDDD1 ttee. There was 
perfect agreement among all commi ttees in the high rating given statement 
l~o. 13. In onlY 1 other case. Statement 17. dld the mean rating reach 
this same numerical value. The extreme range of variation in the total 
scores vas only 27 points. This 1s slightly over an average of 1 point 
each for tbe 21 statements. The mean rating for each committee Is: A-
3.09; E - 3.72; C - 2.96; D - 2.43. and for the entire group. 3.05. which 
is just about equal to the mean of the survey. 
Sunma17 of examples oi ted ~ evaluations 2B separate statements. 
1. The achool states its goals in these areas in terms of behavior 
which the school desiree all pupils to deTe10p to the best of 
their abIlities. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Seore: A - 2, :B - 4, C - 3. D - 3. Mean 3. 
Examples: 
A - Individual teachers do a great deal In'this line in 
English, speech, science, and mathematics classes. 
e - Several meetings are held wi th teachers and the ob-
Jectives are outlined b.7 the group_ 
2. The school places emphasis upon ordinar,y daily expression 
throughout its entire program. N 1 2 J 4 S 
Soore: A - 4, B - 4, C - 2, D - 3, Mean 3.2. 
Exampless 
A,e - All clA.ses work toward this goal. However, some 
are prone to lecture. 
3. The school provides for every pupil help and practice in the 
intelligent reading of nevapa.pers. magazines, reference booka. 
etc. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - S. B-3. c - 4. D - 2, Mean 3.5. 
Examples: 
A.B,a - Library periods pronded espec1al17 for \his; apeech, 
EnglIsh. world probl... class.s, .fuh1or and aenior 
research paper a •• lgnjDent a. 
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4. !he school broadens the ordinary work in wrl tten expression b7 
providing opportunl t18s for various kinds or wr1 t1l'l8. including 
crea tl ve wr1 t1ng. N 1 2 :3 4 5 
Score: A - 2, E - 4, C - J. D - 4, Mean 3.2. 
Examples: 
A.e - Several sChool publications, radio progr.ams. contest 
speeches and eB~s. 
5. The school seeks to discover and correct individual reading 
difficulties. N 1 2 :3 4 5 
Score: A - 2. E - 2, C - 4, D - 2, Mean 2.5. 
Examples: 
A,B - Special remedial groups in jtmlor and senior high. 
13 - Should haTe special Ml-t1me teacher. 
6. !he school offers experiences designed to help pupils become 
increasingly adept at distinguishing fact from fiotion, truth 
from propa.£6l1da. IT 1 2 :3 4 5 
Score:- A - 4, B - 4. C - J, D - 2, Mean 3.2. 
Examples: 
A - Social studies, debating, units in peychology-, units 
in slanted writing in English are aimed at this problem. 
C - Several speakers have treated 'this at a8sembly programs. 
7. The school uaes varied techniques and me. terlal s to help deTelop 
read1D8 abilities. N 1 2 J 4 .5 
Score: A - 2. 13 - 4, C - 3. D - I, Mean 2.5. 
Examples: 
A,e - Some English classes are organized to promote \hie 
service. 
8. !he sChool uses both tor.mal and infor.mal discussion teChniques 
8S means tor deTeloping tree expression. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - 4, » - 4, C - 2, D - J, Mean 3.2. 
Examples: 
A, C - Informal class discussions and panels are the practice. 
Qr,atory contests and debate. are promoted. 
1 
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9. The school provides sen .. aids for use as basic sources of infor-
mation: stl11 picture •• motion pictures, radios. t1eld trips, 
char1;s, globes. mapa. film strip •• slides. obJects. models, etc. 
N1234S 
Score: A - 4, B - S. c - 2, D - J. Mean 3.5. 
Examples: 
At D - U8ed in biological aad physical science t all shop 
classes, soetal sclence; a180 recorders used. 
e - Use I1m1 ted because of the high cost. 
10. !he school prov1des for deTelopmental activities and discussions 
in WhiCh pupils are led to define problems for thamselves; \hen 
to suggest and test methods of solution. N 1 2 :3 4 5 
Score, A - :3 t E - :3. 0 - 3, D - 2. Mean 2.7. 
Examples, 
A - Engllsh. dramatic art. social studies. and shop ClaSS8S 
use this Vpe of activity. ReceDt ,xample on school-wide 
baais was the problem of attendance at basketball tourna.--
ment. 
11. !he achool proTides opportunities for pupils to practice liatening 
as a pha.e of actl ..... participation in an experience. 
Nl2J45 
Score: A - 2. B - J. c - J. D - 4. Mean J. 
Examples, 
A - Engllah auditory alds. JDUlic appreciation. 
C - :rar \00 11 ttle attention is paid to respecttul. l1atenin.g 
in usamblle •• 
12. !he sChool gives attention to ~ development of skill. nec.ssar,y 
for in'tell1gent and diSCriminating listeDiDg. 11' 1 2 :3 4 S 
Score: A - 2, E - 3. c - 2. D - 2. Mean· 2.2. 
Examples, 
A - ~11 ah classes. nalua ~lon of de"ba tea. 
C - Could not get the assembly coDduct off our m1Dds. bow 
of little being done to aabi.,... \hi. a.1m. 
13. The school pro,{da8 opportunities for pupils to express tbaaselvea 
before groupe in the school and camnmlV: 1D41"f1dal talka. 
group discussiona. radio work, newapaper wr! UDg, etc. 
. N12345 
Score, A - 4. :s - 4, C - 4, D - 4, Mean 4. 
Examples' 
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A.OtD - student officers, club, class. student budgets, 
debates, must'c, publications, radio, church and 
ciTic group appearances. dramatics. More could 
be used if well enough prepared. 
14. The school gives attention to the peculiarities of reading in 
different areas of study. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - 2, B - J, 0 - 2. D - 1, Mean 2. 
Examples: 
A - Stressed in science, mathematics, and social studies. 
15. !he sChool gives special attention to baShful and timid pu~llst 
to pupils with speeCh defects and undesir.able dialects, to. help 
them become more adept at exprs9sing themselves orally. 
N12345 
Score: A - 3. ~ - 3. c - 4, D - 3. Mean 3.2. 
Examples: 
A.e - Guidance people give help. No defect problem here. 
16. The school places the task of training in rational thinking 
and clear expression upon all classroom teachers including 
special interest teaChers. N 1.23 4 5 
Score: A - 3. B-3. e - 3, D - 1. Mean 3.5. 
Examples: 
A,e - It is the direction of administrators, especially 
emphasized in English, social science. social studies. 
and mathematics. 
17. !he school has ample recreational reading materials for both 
classroom and central 11 brar.r. N 1 2 :3 4 .5 
Score: A - ,s. :B - .5, c - 4, D - 2, Mean 4. 
Examples: 
A,e - Room and school libraries are provided. Libraries 
are good. 
18. !he school seeks to develop in pupils the abl1i ty to look at 
subject matter objectlTe17. present :Cacts vh1ch support all 
points of nev, treat events apart from feellD88 and. prejudices. 
and make decisions from caretul weighing of evidence as to what 
is for the COJIDDon good. N 1 2 :) 4 5 
Score: A - 3, ~ - 4. C - 2. D - J. Mean 3. 
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Examples: 
A - Choice ot senior class gift. student council dia-
CUSSIOllS of their probl_s. 01& •••• auch as psychology, 
EnglIsh. speech, aDd socIal studies. 
C - Our group felt that there 18 a180 a place for authori-
tative do~trlnatlon. 
19. The school selects deTelopmental a.nd recreational reading 
materials for both classroom and central lIbrary on the bases 
of diffIculty. worth-while content. and appeal to varied 
interests of pupils. N 1 2 3 4 5 
Score: A - 4, ~ - 4. C - 3. D - 3, Mean 3.5. 
bamples: 
A,e - LargelY done in all EngliBh classes; librarian 
helps. L1m1 ted material for slow learners. 
20. The school places major emphasis upon developing the ability to 
read with understanding the useful sources of information about 
problems ot living. N 1 2 :3 4 5 
,Score: A - 2. » - 4, C - J. D - 2, Mean 2.7. 
Examples: 
A.e - Certain 'teachers do much. especially senior group. 
EnglISh classes. 
21. The school helps the pupil to appraiae his own thought processes 
and modes of expression. N 1 2 J 4 5 
Score: A - 3, B - 5, C - J, D - 1. Mean 3. 
Examples: 
A, C - Cluses in journalism. EnglIsh, speech. ud exact 
scIence classes. 
Additional Characteristicsl 
LO&aD High School i8 located in a college 'own 8Dd has 
al-v-s gauged 1'8 educational program to meet collegiate rather 
than TO eat! onal requlreaent s • 
.. 
It 18 relatiT817 isolated geographlcaJ.17 and therefore may 
ha.... some tendenC7 to becom.e trad1 t10JJAl rather than progres81 ft. 
:Because of this certain sta.1dness. a lack of empba8is 18 pla.ced 
upon orig1nal and crea \i T8 thinldDg. 
More effective discipline should all8T1ata the boring drone 
of \he tT,p_ now in effect aDd a_Dd better atuq hablt_. 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 
!!he mean rat1ng on the BurT87 1s 3.02. The mean for each group 1s: 
A - 3.18; ~ - 3.28; C - 2.90; D - 2.74. Figure 1 1s a bar graph repre-
senting the mean evaluations for each Imperative need. The total com-
m1 ttee membership 1s shown in the second column. 
0 1 2 3 liN. eM 
I 
1. Vocational 17 MMMMMMMMMMMMMMM ' 1.87 
2. Health 12 MMJIMMMMI4IIMMMg.n.ga~ 3.01 
• :3. C1 t1 zen ship IS MJtIOOO.OO1MMMMMMMMMMMMl.fMMMMMJO.! -1MMMM ).56 
4. Family 17 ~oon.tMMMMMHMl4MMMM r 2.9:3 
5. Consumer 1:3 r,n.n"fM}·M.uI.fi~U,t·fMMJ,n.n-m I 2.87 
6. Science 16 MJ.!I.1l-lJ.lMMMMMI-lJ.!MMI.!MMMl'!I.OO~ 3.23 
7. Aesthetics 18 MMMM1~1MM}.n.1J..n4l> 3.25 . 
8. Leisure 13 MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMt~1l4MMMI· ~j1.nv~tMM 3.60 
"9. Ethics 12 MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMJ,1Nf.n.~-OO{MM r 2.89 
10. Thought 20 MMMMMMJ.IMMM).~n.tMMM1.u1MHMMMMHMm_ ).05 
l-
e 
Figure 1. Mean rating for each Imperative Need. 
!he mean evaluations tor saleable skills, familY 11fe, con8ume~ edu-
cation, and ethics are below the SurTey mean. ThoBe in citizenship, science, 
&esthetic., and leisure are above a'Y8rag8. The ratings for both health and 
rational thinking are aT.rage. The grea'est deviation from the m.ean 1s in 
Imperati'V8 Need No. l.aalea.ble skills. 
Figure 2 gives the mean scores for each ~ratiYe Need b.1 ~ differan' 
committees of ee.ch group. 
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Figure 2. EYaluatlon of each Imperative Need 'by all groups. 
The difference between the total high 8Dd low score ra\1n8B on .. 
Iurpara t1 ve Need 1 S 8'\lJIID&r1 zed. 
5 
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Table 11. Varia.tions in total score ratings 
!lumbered needs and number o.! statements Mean 
1716 2723 3/22 4/19 5/18 6/17 7716 a715 9/21 10/21 18.8 
Highest rating 37 80 95 51 59 64 75 .58 73 78 
Lowest rating 2S 58 59 56 40 51 22 47 50 51 
Diffe:tenee 12 22 36 5 19 13 53 11 23 27 22.1 
In most instances it indicates a C10S8 agreement among the different 
rating committees, The agreement ensts whether or not the total rating 
is h1~. low, or average. There 1s the same close agreement on No.1. 
saleable skills. and No, 8. aesthetics, where these 2 received the lowest 
and. highest mean ratings, respectively. in the survey, The total rating 
on No.4 places 1 t in the median group. and the w.riatlon for this one Is 
rea.l17 amall-onl7 5 ~1nts. The most extreme variation. 53 points, occurs 
in No, 7. 
A summary of the extreme ratings bY' groups reveals that the greatest 
number of high ratings were given by Groups A and 13. Most of the low 
ra tinge vere g1 ven by GrolIps C and D, and the total extreme ra. tings by 
Groups A and :B. 
!able 12. Range of total ratings by groups 
No. highest No. lowest Total extr.e 
GroU'D ratinQ! ratlD1!s ratl~s 
A 1. 4. 5. 6. 8 9 6 
13 J. 7. 9. 10 1. 2 6 
c 2 J, 4, S. 6. 8 6 
D 0 7. 10 2 
Total 10 10 20 
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:Both the 'o~l number of adequate ratings and the total number of 
statements having a mean rating of 4 or above. give ,.a· direct reading on 
the question of bow well the schools are meeting the .:ae~d8 of youth. 
Table 13. Statements vi t.h adequate ratings by group and those wi th 
adequa te mean score 
I 
A 2 6 6 6 7 ·9 8 9 2 8 63 
B 0 5 21 ') :3 5 16 10 7 13 83 
c 0 14 6 5 5 7 6 5 2 5 55 
D 0 4 16 6 2 5 0 10 7 J 53 
MS or 
4 0 7 1 1 2 1 6 1 2 24 
The mean for ~ 4 groups 1s 63.5. which represents about 1/3 of 
the 188 aktements. However. the numbered 8 ta taments wi til a mean adequa. te 
rating by all committees 1s onl7 24. which 1s 12.7 percent of the total 
eta. tements. !he latter number 18 also a part of the tirst total. 
If comm1ttee ratings. for all statements vb1ch agree perfectly and 
also \hose which abo" a "fB.l1.ation of but 1 point in Bcore ratings, are 
selected. there is found. to be a total of 66 statements. Th1s number 
reprasen t8 more tban 1/3 of the .ta. teents Included In the survey. '!'hei r 
distribution 1s quia general. !VO exceptions are pointed out, hOYeTer. 
In No. 6 '\here are 16 statements ef c108e agreement. and in }Jo. 7 t none. 
A brea1tdovn of 'the .. 66 ratings accord.1ng to numerical score ahova 
I 
that 7 are :ratings of 2 o~ 1e8s; 10 an ratings ot 4 or higher; and 49 
are ratings of greater than 2 bu.t le8s than 4. No part1eul.ar significance 
1s claimed for this representation of general C1088 agreement in opinion 
other than that 1ts d1atributiol1 1s general. • 
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Table 14. Evaluation scores in close agreement. Variations in ratings 
do not exceed 1 point 
1 2 3 
I,eratlve Need number 
567 8 9 10 T 
Close 
scores 8 5 5 16 10 7 0 5 5 5 66 
Scores 
~5 0 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 10 
Scores 
2-39 4 14 8 6 0 2 5 4 49 
Scores 
1-19 5 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 7 
A general. 8U.JlID8.ry of the extent of examples cited to support the 
rating given by' \he committees reTeals that. as a rule. "hen individual 
reports vere made and turned in to be compiled for a comml ttee report. the 
examples were quite l1mited. 1f not non-existent. and the larger the com-
mittee memberBhip the greater the number of examples cited and the greater 
the number of ideas included in the examples. Group A furnished the grea. t-
est amount of 111ustratlTe material. Wi th very few exceptions. several 
examples were listed. for each statement. Group D rated second in this 
respect. More than half of their ratings were supported by examples. 
Group :B did not do a8 vall. Only half of their reports were supported 
by l11ustratiTe examples. For Grou;p D commi ttees wrote rather complete 
lists of examples for 4 needs. 
Ra tinge made by" the different commi ttees sometimes agreed and at 
other time8 disagreed. whether or not examples were cited by the evaluating 
group. 
The second statement under Weed No.1. saleable ak111s. is rated 2 
by each group wi thout examples being c1 ted by any except Group A. They 
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take crad! t for the coop.ratiTe work done by the p'U.Pl1s. parents. and 
business concerns in arranging work experience for those in distributive 
education courses. The low evaluation Is awarded because of the small 
number of pupils affected by this course. 1t 1s assumed. The eighth 
statement under saleable sld.l1s was rated 2 b7 Group A. Yhlle oi t1Dg good 
examples of activities in automotive, upholstery. physios. and distributive 
education olasses. The rating given bY' Groups :B and D for the same stat~ 
ment was J and only 1 by' Group C. Another case, No. ~Aalea.ble sldlls, 
Group A and D both c1 ted the same field trips as their examples. but in 
evaluating the practice Group D gaTe 1t a higher numerical ra\lng. 'So 1 t 
1s assumed from the8e cases that the different ratings represent the 
opinions of the people giving them, and they are not necessarily influenced 
by ability to recall specific examples ~loh illustr,ate the pOint. 
Nevertheles8. there does appear to be a tendency toward unifor.m ratings 
in some instances that can be pointed out. It 1s not a general tendenoy. 
yet some examples are found. 
Statement 110. 13 under lei8'l1r8 train1ng. Need No.8, Is given a 
numerical rating of 4 by all groups, and each committee a1 tea as an example 
the speoial library rea.d1ng period offered the pupils. Another sta.temen~ 
rated the same b7 all groups is 13 under rational th1n.kll.lB. Need No. 10. 
It is giTen a rating of 4 by all groups, and J of the 4 giT8 emmples which 
include the aame actIvities while the other falls to list an example. 
Among the individual ratings sullAltted it 1s noted that Group D re-
fused to &ccept in theo17 only J statements in the entire surylV' vh1le 
Group A refused 4i Group B, 6; and Group C. 11. In m?8t cases rejected 
the word.1ng at the statement was J-epor'ed to be 80 inTolTed that the mean-
ing vas not clear, or tbat all the ideas had alr-.d7 been answered in 
j 
1 
earlier statement. of \he l18t 80 they were left unanswered. '.rh1.s rep-
resents 97 percent acceptance of the statements as good theory. 
8) 
On.ly 1 add! tlonal statement was added by' the various commi 1;tees 
completing the BUrTey'. Group lS, comml ttee for c1 tlzenah1p tra1ning, Need 
3. added this stat .. nt with a rating ot 4, Ulfhe 8chool emphasizes mole-
80me rala t1 onehip between school, church, aDd communi tyo. • 
A tendency toward some coumon ideas is revealed by' a review ot in-
d1 vidual examples c1 ted by' different commi \tee. in their concluding 
statements. An idea mentioned by' several respondents calls attention to 
the influence the college has upon the school qatem. bo different com-
mit\eea of Group D avaluatlng family lite tra1nlng. Beed 4, and rational 
th1.nldng, Need 10, gaTe the following eta t.ent &8 add1 tional character-
lstic8 or local condi tiona vh1ch one should consider in gS:dng their 
rating, ·School 1s located in college tOlm 80 there 1s a teDdenq for 
greater emphasis to be placed on preparation tor college than m1ght be 
found in moat hlgh achools.· .And again, 'School 18 located 1n a college 
town and baa aJ.'W&78 g&UBed 1t_ ed.ucational program \0 meet oollegiat. 
rather \ban TOcatloDAl requ1r_ents. It is relatlT817 1solated gao-
graph1cal17 and therefore l!l8l' have some tendenC)" to become tradltloul 
rather than progre •• 1T8.· 
!he 8ame Idea coma. from another Group D cOllllittee, and is found in 
their anner \0 statement 13. ealeable skille, Beed 1: w!fo, baaed on the 
hope that _st atudsnts vill go on to college in thl. area." A&a1a the 
eame idea trom. a Group C comit'" in evaluating stat8ll8Dt 8, Beed 6, 
·!ryplcal orthodox course pared. to preparation for 
college.' Another .tate.nt oopied f1"Oll a4d1t5.onal cbarac\er1at.lc8 11ste4 
at the end ot a Grcnsp A CODD.lttee report on ae.thetic., lfeecl 7, -Stud __ 
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in Logan are subjected to more good thlnge because of the colleg$, and its 
closeness to their lives, than are most high sChool 8tudents." 
These statements from 5 different co~ttees represent the opinion of 
21 committee members. 
The committee of 4 from Group 0 who evaluated Need 1, saleable skills, 
wrote, "OUr ratings are low but we do not feel critical toward the school. 
We feel they are dolng as veIl as they can wi th the 11m! ted facl11 t1es and. 
funds available, along the vocational lines, but a s they can atford to 
make 1mprOTements, it should be done in this phase of education." 
Frcm 2 different sources representing the opinion of l2 people, ve 
have the idea expressed that the school is a place for indoctrination. 
Group C expres8ed it this waY" in their answer to Statement 18, Need 10. 
rational thin.l{lng: "OUr group felt that there is also a place for author i-
tatlve doctrination." As additional characteristics to be considered. 
: Group D stated it as tOllow: "We feel very inadequate in judg1ng the 
school program •••• We received a good education there •••• We believe students 
cannot adequately rate theIr school as they do not appreciate the importance 
of what they are learn1ng at the time." 
. Other Summaries .!:!!S Their AnalYsis 
Other questions about the schools that might be raised, which are no' 
specifically coTered by any one of the ImperatIve Needs, could be l1a1;ed 
as follows: 
Qpa.tlon 1. To ¥.bat extent are opportunities to practice cooperation 
as a damoer,a'lc process made a part of all phasel ot the 
currlCl1l um' 
Question 2. Does the school make spec1a.l attorts to knOlt 1 ta 
student.? 
Question J. Do the students have an opportuni V to attain status 
and get along with age-mates? 
• 
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Question 4. Do the guidance services leem to be adequate? 
Question 5. Is there a continuous effort by the school to eT8.1ua.te, 
1 ts activ1 ties as a basis for further improvement? 
These questions represent just as important issues as the individual 
needs. Yet the broad scope of education is very well covered by the wide 
r.ange of activities included in the statements of the survey check list. 
Therefore, it can be expected. that answers to these 5 questions, as well 
as ID8Jl3' others which could be posed, might be found among the statements 
under the different need8. For instance, it can be expected that one 
would recognize the practice of excellent cooperation, emplO}'JIlent of many 
good guidance lervices, and special efforts being made to more fully 1o10W 
their pupIls, if' the schools are adequately meeting the needs of youth in 
developing saleable .kills (Need No.1). in understanding the rights and 
duties of' citizenship in a dGlocratic society (Need No.3), and developing 
respect and understanding of the people (Need No.9). So. throughout the 
entire survey, s1;a.tements have already been evaluated and need only to ·be 
summarized to furnish answers to the 5 questions stated above. 
A V817 careful review of the survey shows that there are:· 
Question 1. Eighty-aeven statements concerning opportunl ties in 
the .Chool activities to practice cooperation; 
Question 2. SeT8nty-two statements lIIh1ch 8'V8.1uate the efforts of 
the school on how well 1. t tends to know 1 ts students; 
Question 3. J'lft7-four statements concerned with the opportunities 
in the .,cho01 tor students to attain status and practice 
getting along with a~tes. 
Question 4. Thirty statements evaluating the guidance saniea. of 
the schools. 
Qneatlon 5. Fifty-tive statements· concerning the practices of the 
schools in evaluating their efforts. 
Therefore, the evaluation of these questions 1s already a part of 
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the record. I t needs oil17 to be 8U1IlJDQ.!'i sed.. 
In the 5 \ables lI'1mEIU'islng the opinion rating on these questions 
the numerator is the statement D\1Ilber 1Ih1ch applies to the question under 
consideration; 1;he deDomlnator 18 the rating gtTen that statement; 1v 
Group A only. 
Table 15. Evaluation b7 Group A on question No.1. practicing cooperation 
Total 
1 2/2 3/2 5/'3 6/1 7/2 8/2 10/3 11/1 12/3 14/1 15/2 22,.-
.. 
2 1/3 8/S 10/2 13/5 14/3 IS/3 16/2 19/3 22/, 29 
:3 2/) 3/4 4/3 S/2 6/2 7/4 9/4 10/4 11/3 13/3 14/3 16/3 17/4 18/3 19/N 45 
4 1/4 2/3 3/) 4/4 5/5 8/3 9/5 13/3 16/3 33 
S 3/2 4/1 8/4 9/3 10/3 11/4 12/3 IS/3 23 
6 3/2 10/5 11/2 12/' 14/3 IS 
. 7 1/' 2/3 7/5 8/5 9/4 13/) 14/5 28 
8 2/5 5/1 6/4 7/3 9/5 10/5 12/3 26 
9 1/2 2/2 3/3 4/5 6/3 7/1 9/1 10/2 11/3 12/2 14/2 lS/l -16/3 )0 
10 2/4 8/4 10/3 13/4 1.5 
25 aclequate ra tinge mean score .3.09 total 266 
~ 
Table 16. EV<aluatlon b~ Group A on question No.2, ot practice to know students better 
Total 
1 7/2 11/1 J 
2 2/3 3/3 4/1 7/3 10/2 11/2 12/2 17/4 18/3 19/3 22/3 23/2 31 
J 5/2 6/2 8/3 10/4 12/3 13/3 19/N 20/3 20 
4 2/3 J/J 5/4 6/2 7/2 11/1 12/4 15/4 16/3 17/3 19/N 29 
5 1/3 12/3 13/1 14/3 10 
6 2/3 7/5 8/S 9/5 15/4 17/5 27 
7 2/3 3/J 5/4 6/3 9/4 lOtS 11/3 16/5 30 
8 liS 11/3 12/3 13/4 14/4 15/3 22 
9 4/5 6/4 8/3 9/1 11/3 12/3 IJ/N 15/1 17/3 19/4 27 
10 1/2 5/2 15/3 19/4 21/3 14 
16 adequate ratlDg8 mean 8C01'8 3.05 total 213 
~ 
~b18 17. Evaluation by Group A on que8tion No.3. of practices for attaSning status 
Total 
1 2/2 2 
2 1/3 1/3 14/, 19/3 12 
.3 3/4 5/2 1/4 8/3 9/4 10/4 11/3 14/3 17/4 18/3 19/N 22/3 37 
4 1/4 2/3 4/4 9/5 19/H 16 
5 9/3 12/3 6 
6 0 0 
7 2/3 7/5 8/5 9/5 18 
8 2/S 6/4 7/3 11/3 12/3 14/5 1S/3 26 
9 1/2 3/3 4/5 SI) S/) 9/1 11/3 1'/1 14/2 15/1 17/3 19/4 30 
10 4/2 8/4 10/3 11/2 '13/4 15/3 18/' 21 
17 &48quate ratings mean saore 3.30 total 168 
$ 
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!able 18. B'raluaUOD. .. Group A on question No.4, of galc1aDoe s.nices 
'2!!1 
1 7/2 8/2 12/' 7 
2 2/3 3/3 4/3 10/2 17/4 22/3 18 
:3 8/3 15/4 7 
4 2/3 4/4 5/4 17/3 14 
5 0 0 
6 2/' :3 
7 3/3 9/4 16/) 10 
8 11/3 12/' 15/3 9 
9 6/2 8/3 17/3 18/3 11 
10 S.l2 .4l2 J.~lJ ~tJ '10 
S adequate "'tlngs mean 8core J. 00 t.otal. 89 
Table 19. Ba'ln« of Group A on question No. S. e"9'&luatlDg \heir 'activ1 '18S 
fo\8.1 
1 3/3 7/2 8/2 11/1 13/1' 16/Yl 9 
2 2/3 11/2 12/2 19/3 23/2 12 
:1 1/3 4/) 5/2 1/4 8/3 ll/') 12/3 1313 19/11 22/3 27 
4 6/2 10/2 U/1 12/4 1313 -16/3 19/H 15 
S 1/3 4/1 10/3 1J/1 14/3 17/1 12 
6 14/3 16/3 6 
7 10/S 11/3 16/5 13 
6 1/5 3/4 5/1 8/3 IS/3 16 
9 6/2 7/1 8/3 13fB 17/3 18/3 21/1 13 
I 
10 6/4 lOVJ 1813 2]'/3 1j 
1 S adequatei ratiDgs mean score 2.67 total 136 
I 
\ 
1 
1 
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COlICLUSIO!JS Am> BECOMMlI:NIlA.i'IONS 
Conclusions 
The feasibIlity of using this instrument for evaluating the practice 
of the secondary" school in terms of meeting youths' neede Is eatablished 
by the study. 
1. It 1s shown that this instrument was d8Teloped tor Ws purpose 
throU&h su.rrey methods by the educational leaders o~ today. 
2. The study shows that the instrument 1s in harmony wi til the 
accepted philosophy of the progressive educa.tlcmal leaders for the past 
decade. 
3. It 1s show to be acceptable educatIonal philosophy by the 
local respondents partic1pating in the study. 
4. The study ahovs that there is considerable agreement among the 
respondents in a.ll ranges of evaluation, establIshing further -validity. 
The general acceptance of the statements in theory and the tendency 
toward theIr evaluation by the different groups 1s a measure of rellablii '1' 
for the instrument. These are important points since the instrument il 
new, with no norms established, and no procedure yet standardised for 1 t8 
administration. 
Numeraus ~les are cited to Just1t,y evaluations given ~ all 
groups. which indicate current practices that would justify a higher 
rating than has been recorded if the practice ws more general in applIcation 
in the entire Bcope of activities. 
The difference in scores given by the 2 faculties, When compared 
with Bcores trom the lay groups. can wry l1ke17 'be attributed to the 
. . 
greater degree or currant knoYle~ of the schools' actint! •• and 
practices. A greater degree of valid! ty Is not claimed tor the ratings 
of 8.'lt1' group. 
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The influence of the U\Qh State Agricultural Oollege upon the pr.actiees 
of the school vas recognized by se1"era1 oomm1 t tees representing all groups 
in a "fBrl..ty of different 'W&Y's. A tew gave the opinion that t.he influence 
tended to center the objective of some courses toward preparation tor 
similar advanced courses in college, and a mora conservatIve educational 
philosophy. 
The information complIed in ~ls .urve~ can be directed toward the 
solution of other vital curricular problems by screening evaluations of 
statements vb1ch apply directl7 to the question being considered. 
Recommendations 
1. 'l'he results of this study answer only' an 1s01a\ed question wh1ch 
1s a part of the curriculum improvement program. It bas not determined 
'\Iha,t the needs ot youth are for the local community. which Is a neC88sar.r 
. related study in the same problem. Much more has been accomplished than 
is possible to evaluate and score by this instrument. The plB.Jl111ng. 
organization, and cooperation necelsary to in! tlate and administer a 
survey 1s a tremendous hurdle alrea.d3' cleared. To continue the work ot 
the presently organ! zed groups on the other related· problems for the 
continuous improvement of their instructional program. 1s the logical. 
course to pursue. 
It is therefore recommended tbat the present efforts be continued 
and coordinated wi th the !lational Commission for Life Adjustment lMu-
cation through the state com.m1ttees described earlier (p.12-14). Their 
program is completely outlined as published but contemplates local 
adaptation. 
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2. The results of this .~ wi th 8eparate scores on science 
(Need 6). cl \1 zensh1p (Need :3). and ra tlonal thlnk1ng (Need 10). lead 
to the thought that perhaps an intereat1n8 and :revealing study could be 
made by comparing \hese 8C01'8S vi th 80me of the standard acb.1evemant 
teat scores of the school in such subjects as Engllsh. science. and Bocial 
studies. 
3. !he acceptance of tbe educational philosophy expressed in the 
instrument. by all groups. was excellent; ",et the study has obtained no 
, . 
response from those perhaps mst T1 tally concernecl. -the present students. 
In another stu.c:1y'. e'V&lua.tlon of the instrument by a selected group of 
senior stUdents wuld therefore 8eem advisable to overoome this difficulty. 
i 
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APPENDIX 
ley tor Checld.!'v; haluatl'Ye Criteria for Each Imperative Need of Youth 
N - !bis Characteristic does not apply in this situation. 
1 - Very' inferior in this characteristic. (Meets the eondit1on or 
proTis1on almost .never.) 
2 - Inferior in this characteristic. (Cond1 tlon or proTision re-
ceives little emphasis.) 
:3 - Average in \his characteristic. (Cond! tion or provision re-
ceiTes some emphasis.) 
4 - Superior in this characteristic. (Condition or pronsion re-
ceives much emphasis.) 
S - Ver,y superior in this Characteristic. (Meets the condition or 
provision almost alV&y'S.) 
Additional Instructions 
Use these 811llbols on the score line proTided to evaluate e aoh state-
ment. Use T (theory) to indicate your acceptance of the statEment as 
theory, and P (practice) to ew.luate your opinion of how well the schools 
rate in their current practice of the statement. 
Important 
Please outline briefly, in the SIace provided f'olloldng each state-
ment, examples tha. t justIfy e1 ther your high or low evalua. t10n ot the 
statement. 
• 
• 
